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Executive Summary 

There is an increasing concern among the national as well as international development 

policymakers that the standard of children’s primary education in Bangladesh is less than 

optimal. Bangladesh faces many other challenges in ensuring satisfactory achievement for all 

students in the primary education sector. In this situation, many argue that the students in 

government primary schools are not adequately competent in their native language subject 

(Bangla). 

The aim of this study is to explore the weaknesses and remedies for achieving four language 

skills of grade III students in Bangladesh’s primary education sector. The specific objectives 

of this study are to examine:  

a) to what extent the students achieved four language skills.  

b) to find out the gaps in achieving four language skills.  

c) to identify the causes of gaps in achieving four language skills, and  

d) to find out the remedies for minimizing the gaps in achieving four language skills.  

To meet these research objectives, the researcher used explanatory sequential mixed methods 

design with multistage cluster sampling strategies. In the first phase, researchers used an 

achievement test to identify the students’ learning level on some predetermined competencies 

of Bangla language skills for grade III students. In the follow-up stage, students’ level of 

learning and areas of gaps were ascertained from the quantitative analysis.These analyses  

helped to determine the activities of phase-2. In the final phase, the researchers interviewed 

the teachers to find out the causes of students’ learning deficiencies and gaps in language 

learning. In addition, the researchers conducted a focus group discussing with the students to 

meet the research objectives. The uses of multiple methods allowed the researchers to 

triangulate among data and add rigor, breadth and depth to explore the real-life situations of 

both urban and rural students in Bangladeshi primary schools.  

Through the achievement test, we found that:  

 The overall seen text listening achievement score is on an average 68.20 percent and 

unseen text listening achievement score is on an average 66 percent.  

 The mean score of one to one communication is on an average 89.2 percent and the 

mean score is on an average 88.4 percent (picture based).  

 The mean achievement score of silent reading (seen text) is 46.8 per cent and silent 
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reading (unseen text) is 43 per cent.  

 Students’ reading fluency is assessed through loud reading text. The students’ reading 

fluency is 48 (wpm).  

 Most of the teachers identified that students are not mainly able to identify the 

alphabet, not able to make words with the help of alphabet, not able to make/break the 

compound letter and not able to make sentences with the help of words.    

 The mean score of writing on an average is 58 percent and the mean score (with the 

help of picture) on an average is 70 percent.  

The above presented data helped the researchers to explore the gaps in achieving four 

language skills through t-test and Pearson’s correlation. Data show that  

 Students’ listening skill is moderately correlated with reading and writing skills with a 

high level of significance.  

 Students’ speaking skills have no significant correlation with reading skills while their 

writing skills have a partial correlation with strong significant level. 

 In reading skills, the achievement gap higher at the unseen text (57.0%) than the seen 

text (44.5%). However, in writing skills, the achievement gap in higher in picture-

based writing (42.0%) than the form fill up (30.0%).  

 Students’ performed better in listening and speaking skills than reading and writing 

skills as listening and speaking skills are practiced during Bangla lesson.  

These findings helped the researchers to explore the causes of gaps in achieving four 

language skills. The major causes are:  

 Teachers do not fully follow the Teacher’s Guid (TG) and National Curriculum and 

textbook Board (NCTB) suggested language teaching techniques (activity and 

practice-based) for listening and speaking skills.  

 Teachers did not follow interactive and participatory approaches like, group reading 

pair reading, silent reading, use of flashcard, word card, reading out of the textbook, 

etc. Teachers did not scaffold to write and brainstorming for creative writing.  

 Teachers assess the students’ reading skill by asking to read and writing skill by 

asking to write beautifully. But speaking and listening skills are not evaluated during 

the Bangla lesson.  

 Students’ achievement score is poor in the unseen text due to inadequate 

supplementary reading materials like storybooks, rhymes or any other kind of reading 
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resources in school. In addition, there is no book corner inthe classroom.  

 Schools do not have sufficient physical facilities related to language teaching and 

learning environment in the classroom like light, fan, soundbox, audio player, etc.  

 Most of the students are absent from class for required days in a month. A few 

students are engaged with different activities during school time to earn money.   

 Most of the teachers who teach Bangla have no subject-based training. In addition, the 

duration of subject-based training is insufficient and training conducting 

appropriateness is not unquestionable.  

 Teachers are not capable of teaching Bangla language as per proper guideline of the 

national primary curriculum. In addition, teachers use the local language as well as 

the local accent of language during the lesson. 

 Teachers pass busy time with other activities (official work, stipend activities, survey, 

voter list update etc). 

 Teachers are willing to teach the students for getting a good number at examinations 

not for achieving learning competencies and learning need. They measure the students 

learning needs and capacity through exams result (paper-pencil test).  

 The large number of students in classroom is a big problem for a teacher to manage 

and teach the Bangla language appropriately in a participatory approach.  

 Parents of rural areas are unconscious about their children’s education.  

Finally, the research team recommended   

 Identifying the weakness of students through baseline survey at the beginning of the 

academic year and scaffold them continuously to reach up to the mark.  

 Practicing four language skills during the lesson for achieving learning outcomes 

especially listening and reading.   

 Introducing an assessment policy for ensuring four language skills at primary level 

specially for listening and speaking skills.  

 Recruitment of subject-based teachers to fulfill the learning needs of primary 

students. In addition, the government has to appoint one teacher for each subject 

from grade one to five.  

 Teachers’ have to follow NCTB suggested methods and techniques in Bangla 

language teaching. In addition, he or she can follow the annual and daily lesson plan  

provide by the National Academy for Primary Education (NAPE).  
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 Ensuring physical facilities for conducting Bangla language classes as prescribed in 

the national curriculum.  

 The government can take initiatives to ensure 100 percent attendance of students 

through confirming the regular guardians’ meeting, teachers’ home visit or inquiring 

over phone and providing mid day meal. In addition, SMC members have to play 

their role actively for ensuring students’ regular attendance.  

 Government has to ensure subject-based training for teachers in a proper manner and 

duration of  training should be increased.  

 Taking motivational initiatives for teachers like handsome salary structure, 

promotion,training at home and abroad, etc. 

 Ensuring teacher students ratio in a logical manner as mentioned in National 

Education Policy- 2010.  

 Schools can arrange various programs for developing parents’ awareness regarding 

students’ performance.  

 Teachers have to retrain from using local language and also local accent in classroom 

teaching.  

 Teachers have to ensure formative assessment especially to assess four language 

skills in the classroom. In addition, each and every learning outcome should be 

assessed  through the terminal and annual examination.  

 Teachers’ workload must be reasonable which is necessary for teaching.  

 Government has to ensure making a book corner in every classroom and provide  

supplementary reading materials (SRM)for each school.  
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Chapter- 1: Introduction 

1.1 Background of the study 
Bangladesh has enshrined the right to education for all according to its constitution. 

Moreover, the National Education Policy (Directorate of Primary Education, 2011) re-affirms 

compulsory free education for all children, at least, at the primary education level. Since its 

independence in 1971, Bangladesh has been struggling to establish an efficient, inclusive and 

equitable primary education system for all children. In addition, Bangladesh faces many other 

challenges in ensuring sufficient achievement for all students in the primary education sector. 

In this situation, many arguments have been made that the students in government primary 

schools are not sufficiently competent in their native language subject. For example, the 

report of National Student Assessment (NSA) for grade three shows that students with 

sufficient reading ability were 75 percent in 2013, 68 percent in 2015 and 74 percent in 2017 

(Directorate of Primary Education, 2018). In fact, understanding of the national situation in 

this area through research is important for the primary education department in this country. 

Therefore, the study on “Students Weaknesses of Grade Three in Bangla Language: Cases 

and Remedies” is a very relevant issue at present time.   

According to theory, language teaching in a primary school classroom is highly systematic 

which the needed professional development for teachers so that they can arrange an effective 

language teaching approach. In this respect, the government has been implementing both long 

and short term professional development for all newly recruited school teachers.   However, 

the implementation of language teaching has been encountering a huge number of difficulties 

in government primary schools in Bangladesh. These difficulties vary widely in different 

ways reflecting geographical regions, socio-cultural situations of parents and education 

system in the country. Teachers who are in the implementation process of this teaching 

approach face different situations and most of them have training and some have no training 

in language teaching.  

The purpose of teaching native language at primary level is to help students to develop 

competence in all four language skills through meaningful and enjoyable activities (National 

Curriculum and Textbook Board [NCTB], 2012). Listening, speaking, reading and writing 

skills are crucial for a child to succeed in their study life.According to Richards (2006), it is 

the age as the communication age and effective communication is one of the most important 
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skills that every student should have. Receptive and expressive language abilities are directly 

related to listening and speaking skills. The key to successful communication is speaking 

nicely, efficiently and articulately, as well as using effective voice projection. Furthermore, 

speaking is linked to success in life, as it occupies an important position both individually and 

socially. 

As is the case with many basic skills, one of the important periods to improve four skills is 

during primary education period for all students. Therefore, it is essential that efficient and 

effective teaching methods are employed in order to improve four skills during primary 

education.  

However, students with difficulties of these skills have to face a big problem in their study 

lives. They never overcome the problem when they felt understanding of their own problems. 

Achieving four skills of the native language is a sequential process; each new skill builds on 

the mastery of previously learned skills. Therefore, organizing pedagogical professional 

development can help the class teachers the better process of achieving language skills.   

The ability to use various skills is one of the important issues of students. Primarily, it is 

needed to know the student's achievement in different language skills. It is an important 

ground to know the performance of students which is helpful for preparing national education 

policy; there is an effective impact on instruction for teaching-learning system. 

The goal of this research is to investigate the teachers' perceptions about the students’ 

weakness in Bangla language in Bangladesh. Another outstanding goal of this study is to 

identify the discrepancies between the teachers' perceptions and the real classroom practices 

by observing classrooms.  

1.2 Rationale of the study 
Bangladesh, a developing country with a high density of population aspires to develop 

through the use of human resources. To build quality human resources, it is essential to have 

in place a quality education system. However, education is a comprehensive mission and 

there are numerous factors which affect education policy, management, curriculum 

development and its’ implementation at school level. So far, in Bangladesh, many 

educational researchers have traditionally concentrated on looking at inputs in education. For 

example, childrens’ enrolment, attendance, achievement, management of schools, teachers’ 

qualifications, and training have been the focus of most research in primary education. 
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Reviews of literature show that only some Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) and 

donor agencies have conducted a few studies. But most of these donor agency reports 

depended on only secondary data. However, in-depth research with primary data on 

children’s weakness in native language subject is a deeply felt necessity. 

As the insider researchers, NAPE researchers of this study have noticed that many of the 

objectives of Primary Education Development Programs (PEDP2 and PEDP3) undertaken by 

the government for the development of children performance remained unachieved. This 

phenomenon influenced us to select the topic as an important research area for NAPE regular 

research activities. 

Given that no significant empirical research has so far been conducted to explore and 

understand the nature of problems regarding the weaknesses of students’ achievement in 

primary education in Bangladesh, the present research aims to fill the gap by undertaking a 

qualitative research approach. This research has both explorative and evaluative purposes. 

Moreover, the research will put forward some recommendations with policy implications that 

will contribute to the improvement of primary education in the context of Bangladesh.  

Moreover, this research project has filled an important gap in the research literature by 

undertaking an empirical research approach. 

1.3 The context of the education system in Bangladesh 
 Primary education in Bangladesh 

The primary education sector is the biggest national enterprise with more than 17 million 

students attending 133,901 educational institutions served by more than 5,74,000 teachers 

(Directorate of Primary Education , 2017). Currently, six years of free, compulsory primary 

education are available for all children including one-year pre-primary education. Most 

children study in government primary schools, especially in rural and remote areas. In urban 

areas, a large portion of children enroll in private schools and high schools attached to 

primary schools. Besides this, religious education and NGO’s non-formal education for 

children exist in the country. Generally, 5+ to 10+ age groups of children are studying in the 

primary schools.  

In recent years, the primary education sector has made remarkable progress in increasing 

gross enrolment excluding some disadvantaged groups of children. This success in the 

quantitative expansion is attributed to various government programs. As regards the quality 

in primary education various survey findings provide a discouraging scenario. The quality of 
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primary education is not up to the mark. The government and the donor agencies are now 

concerned and taking steps to revert the trend through development programmes. 

 Primary Education Development Programme (PEDP) 

As a developing country, Bangladesh has different sector-wise development programmes. 

Since 1997, Primary education sector took First Primary Education Development Programme 

(PEDP1) for five years (1997- 2003). The duration of Second Primary Education 

Development Programme (PEDP2) was 2004 -2011 and Third Primary Education 

Development Programme (PEDP3) was 2012 -2017. Ongoing PEDP4 is working since 2017-

18.  

The main funding authorities are development partners and the Bangladesh government. In 

order to implement the programme, the government and development partners agreed to 

introduce principles of a sector-wise approach to achieve excellent primary education in 

future (Directorate of Primary Education, 2011).  

 Curriculum and Teaching Materials (Textbooks) 

The Primary education sector introduced a competency-based curriculum in 1992 and the last 

revision was held in 2010 (Directorate of Primary Education, 2011). The curriculum has 

specified grade-wise and subject-wise learning outcomes and terminal competencies. Most 

primary schools in Bangladesh are under the direct management of the government and 

follow the government curriculum. The medium of instruction of these schools is Bangla 

except for second language English textbooks that are in the English language. Besides this, a 

small number of urban elite schools follow the British-determined curriculum and 

assessment. 

Based on curriculum, National Curriculum and textbook Board (NCTB) has been producing 

and distributing textbooks for more than a decade. A single set of approved textbooks by 

subject and class is published centrally by the NCTB. These textbooks are delivered by the 

department of education without any cost at the beginning of every New Year. There is no 

provision to supply any other supplementary books for the students at the primary school 

level.  

 Professional development for teachers 

There is compulsory provision for every primary school teacher to participate in the one and 

a half year duration Diploma in Primary Education (DPEd) professional development course 
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within two years after recruitment. Previously (before 2013), it was a one year certificate in 

Education(C-in-Ed) course. Most district levels have a Primary Teachers Training Institute 

(PTI) and every year, many newly recruited teachers have been enrolling in programs offered 

at those institutes.  

1.4 Objectives of the study 
The aim of this study is to explore the weaknesses and remedies for achieving four language 

skills of grade III students. The specific objectives of this study are:  

 to what extent the students achieved four language skills  

 to find out the gaps in achieving four language skills   

 to identify the causes of gaps in achieving four language skills  

 to find out the remedies to minimize the gaps in achieving four language skills  

Bangladesh faces many other challenges in ensuring quality primary education. In fact, 

understanding and practices of the global situation in these areas have created stresses and 

gaps between the situation of operational principles and practicalities in primary schools in 

this country. In Bangladesh, as in many other developing countries, children in high poverty 

areas are commonly considered less literate than other areas. 

1.5 Linking between objectives and curriculum 
To meet the above mentioned  research objectives, the researchers tried to explore a link 

between research objectives and attainable grade-wise learning outcomes.  

Table 1: Class-wise achievable competencies 
 Language 

skills 
Grade-wise achievable competencies  

1 Listening  1.2 Will be able to understand by hearing sentences formed by words which are 
known and used in lessons.  
2.2 Will be able to understand the main subject of stories and legends.  
3.1 Will be able to understand by hearing the conversation and description of known 
subjects  

2 Speaking  2.3 Will be able to tell the story by seeing the picture.  
3.1 Will be able to introduce oneself & one’s classmates in standard colloquial 
pronunciation in the class. 

3 Reading  1.4 Will be able to read the words and sentences in the textbook and from other 
books of the same standard with an audible voice and standard pronunciation.  
2.4. Will be able to understand by reading stories and legends  
3.3 Will be able to read books which give pleasure to children and other books of the 
same standard as that of the textbook. 

4 Writing  3.1 Will be able to write a simple description of the event seen in a picture.  
4.2 Will be able to fill in simple forms.  (National Curriculum and Text Book Board, 
2012) 
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This guidelines (table-1) helps the researchers of developing an achievement test to assess the 

students learning level and measure the learning gaps.  

1.6 Limitation of the study 
This study has some limitations:  

 A big limitation of this study is that the number of sample school is only 16 out of 

more than 66,000 government primary schools.  While qualitative part of mix 

methods is undercombined  16 schools is enough for methodological demand.  

 The school number is really a limitation of this research. It was planned to collect data 

from 30 students from each school but the researchers did not cover this figure from 

every sample school due to shortage of students in grade three in those schools.  
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Chapter- 2: Review of Literature 

2.1 Introduction 
Topic related literature review is extremely important for conducting fruitful research, that is 

a constructive activity for research. This type of literature review raises the level of difficulty 

in similar research areas. The researchers reviewed various relevant research papers and they 

are described in this part.   

2.2 Achievement level of students in the native language 
The main foundation of achieving the success of any nation is to practice their mother tongue. 

Despite the fact that Bengali is our mother tongue, the level of reading ability of the students 

is not sufficient (Directorate of Primary Education, 2011). A strong argument is made by 

media that many students of government primary school cannot achieve fully four language 

skills; listening, speaking, reading and writing in Bangla after finishing their fifth grade 

(Prothom Alo, 20 January 2018).  

However, by introducing qualification based education in primary school since 1992, the 

government has taken various necessary steps to implement it.  Our primary level textbooks 

have been designed to achieve four skills of the language. After analyzing textbooks, it can 

be seen what is to be done at the beginning of each lesson, which will result in a skill. That is 

a guide for the teacher, how to deal with the lesson. A lesson is to be heard. What to read and 

what to write are also understand. If a teacher follows the instructions properly, then a student 

can achieve four skills at the same level (Rahman, 2014).  

Moreover, successful methods and techniques have been taught in Bangla to teach basic four 

skills during the long and short term professional development at Primary teachers’ Training 

Institutes (PTIs) and Upazila Resources Centres (URCs). However, many critics argued that  

most of language teaching in our government schools have been done through traditional 

ways and the results of students are not enough satisfcatory yet.   

Penu (2014) argued on the quality of mother language teaching in primary education in 

Bangladesh and explored the Bengali language is being dragged into neglected corner. This 

author also pointed out that creating a weird environment helped to conflicts between Bengali 

and English at the primary level of education.  
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2.3 Teaching techniques for language learners in classrooms 
From the pedagogical point of view, the majority of language teachers give emphasis on 

communicative teaching techniques in their classrooms. Ulas (2008) defines that 

communicative language teaching means conversation or an emphasis on the open-ended 

discussion as the main feature in the classrooms activities.  Similarly, Richards (2006) 

described that communicative language teaching can be understood as a set of principles 

about the goals of language teaching, how learners learn a language, the kinds of classroom 

activities that best facilitate learning, and the roles of teachers and learners in the classroom. 

In the same way, Ulas, (2008) explained that the role-playing activities are valuable 

classroom techniques that encourage students to participate actively in the learning process. It 

is important to note that role activity takes several different forms and that the teacher can 

provide students with a variety of learning experiences by deploying different methodologies 

according to individual needs, interests and learning levels . In addition, these role-playing 

activities enable the teacher to create a supportive, enjoyable classroom environment in 

which students are encouraged and motivated to effectively learn the target language (Ulas, 

2008).  

However, Begum (2018) et al, pointed out that the majority of language class teachers follow 

traditional teaching techniques in their classrooms in government primary schools in 

Bangladesh.   Richards (2006) gave an explanation that the traditional approach to language 

teaching makesa priority to grammatical competence as the basis of language proficiency. 

This is based on the belief that grammar could be learned through direct instruction and 

through a methodology that made much use of repetitive practice and drilling.  

According to Richards (2006), it was assumed that language learning meant building up a 

large range of sentence and grammatical pattern and learning to produce these accurately and 

quickly in the appropriate situation. Once a basic command of the language was established 

through oral drilling and controlled practice, the four skills were introduced, usually in the 

sequence of speaking, listening, reading and writing. Techniques that were often employed 

included memorization of dialogs, question-and-answer practice, substitution drills, and 

various forms of guided speaking and writing practice; great attention to accurate 

pronunciation and accurate mastery of grammar was stressed from the very beginning stages 

(Richards, 2006). 

UNESCO (2019) reports that the linguists, academics, and physical scientists have tried many 
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tests and agreed that the mother tongue should be the only vehicle for education at the 

primary level. At the same time, teaching in mother language is advisable in Planning in the 

Primary School Curriculum' (UNESCO, 2019). If the children get fluent in mother-tongue in 

primary level education, then it is possible to learn other languages well. Before learning 

another language, there is no alternative to widening the way for the necessary skills in the 

mother language. 

2.4 The roles of teachers and learners in the classroom 
Richards (2006) gave explanation of the type of classroom activities for language teaching 

has indirect roles in the classrooms for teachers and learners. Learners need to participate in 

classroom activities that are based on a cooperative rather than individualistic approach to 

learning. Students have to become comfortable with listening to their peers in group work or 

pair work tasks, rather than relying on the teacher for a model; at the same time, teachers 

need to play the role of a facilitator and monitor (Richards, 2006).  

2.5 National policy concern on mother language teaching 
Education policymakers in Bangladesh pointed out a number of aims and objects for proper 

implementation of education policy in the country. One aim is to ensure that the Bengali 

language should be taught with correct pronunciation and in a standardized way (Rahman, 

2014). In oder to do this, Bangla is taught from the primary level as a major subject. So it’s 

really important to do more research to develop the language skills of primary level students 

about Bangla subject.  

Moreover, Bangla is also the state language of Bangladesh. Bangla is not just a subject, it is 

the medium of learning all things. It is essential to learn the skills of listening, speaking, 

reading and writing in Bangla at the primary education level (Rahman, 2014). 

2.6 Causes of weakness in the native language 
In order to become a competent communicator, every student in primary schools needs to be 

proficient in each of the four language skills with confidence. Our constitution clearly 

suggests the establishment of a uniform system of education extending it to all children 

(Article-17). Our National Education Policy 2010 guides us to create equal opportunities to 

ensure access of all children to primary education without making any sort of discrimination. 

Unfortunately, our education system has been divided into many streams (English medium, 

Bangla medium, Madrasa education, etc.), which is dividing the nation and gradually the gap 

is getting wider (Biswas, 2019).  
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At the government initiative, the Primary Education Completion Examination is held every 

year with the grade five students of primary education in our country. More than 95 percent 

of students are getting pass marks per year in that examination. For example, according to 

result the passing rate in 2017 was 95.18 percent (Directorate of Primary Education , 2017).  

On the other hand, under the National Student Assessment (NSA) program, conducted by 

DPE after every two years, third and fifth-grade students were assessed on a nationwide basis 

in Bangla subject. In the year 2017, the fifth-grade students with band-5, their passing rate 

was only 12 percent (DPE, 2018) and the students of grade 3 who got band 3 to 5, their 

passing rate was 74 percent (DPE, 2018). That is, this two evaluation (PECE and NSA) tests 

differ in the results of evaluating student achievement. Therefore, it is important to conduct 

further research on students’ achievement of Bangla subject in order to obtain more accurate 

information and find out the gaps between two results.  

The report published on 15 November, 2011 in The Daily Education Magazine stated that 75 

per cent of the primary level students are not able to achieve the eligibility requirements and 

most students from 3rd to 5th grade cannot read Bengali. Similarly, the report published on 

December 11, 2017 in the Daily Alokito Bangladesh newspaper stated that, under the 3rd 

Primary Education Development Program (PEDP-3), a baseline survey was conducted by 

Directorate of Primary Education (DPE) in 2015. It can be seen in the survey that less than 25 

percent of the students of 3rd grade can read Bengali fluently (the Daily Alokito Bangladesh, 

11December, 2015). 

In the report published on June 1, 2015, in the Daily Janakantha newspaper titled "Success in 

the examination, quality questioned", Mr. Bhabash Baroi, has said that in 2014, the World 

Bank said in a report that with the primary education standards, though the enrolment rate of 

primary education has been increased the standard of education has decreased. About 75 

percent of the candidates who pass the Primary Education Completion Examination are not 

proficient in Bengali (the Daily Janakantha, 1 June 2015). 

It is seen from the information that though the passing rate of grade three students is 

satisfactory, national level test and the skills of the mother tongue are very much frustrating. 

So, knowing the real information through research, we don’t take proper initiative to achieve 

the skills of mother tongue, it will not be possible to achieve SDG by 2030.  

So far, however, there have been a small number of studies related to the problem of low 

achievement of Bangla language focusing primary schools in Bangladesh. Most studies 
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concerning the educational situation of children have focused on mapping only numerical 

expressions based on secondary sources data such as the Annual Report of various 

organizations. A few international organizational reports have focused on the fact that the 

primary education in Bangladesh has shifted from partial segregation, moving towards 

mainstreaming, to the current situation of quality primary education for children. Against this 

background, an in-depth analysis through research at the school levels is needed in order to 

understand the causes of low performance of Bangla language in primary schools in the 

country and that’s why more research studies should be conducted on Bangla. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology of the study 

3.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the methodology of the study in detail. Methodology includes the 

research context, research design, study area, population, sample and sampling design, 

sample selection strategy, data collection tools, development and description of tools, 

piloting, data gathering process and data analysis procedures. In addition, the study team also 

includes the ethical consideration issues of this study in brief. 

3.2 Research context 
The government is trying to ensure world-class education to form the basic level of students 

through primary education. They took different initiatives for tracking its development in the 

last few decades. For example, the National Education Policy 2010 and National Curriculum 

2012 set a different benchmark for developing language skills of primary students from 

curriculum to textbooks where reading is treated as an emphasized area. Developed countries 

like OECD countries are assessing their students’ performance through the PISA exam. 

Similarly, in Bangladesh, students’ performance on reading in Bangla is assessed through the 

National Students Assessment (NSA). Bangla is a compulsory subject at primary level and 

every exam including PECE assesses the students’ two skills (reading and writing) out of four 

basic skills of language through the paper-pencil test. Students scored well in PECE exam 

while they achieved a poor score in the NSA.  

Regarding these aspects, the Ministry of Primary and Mass Education (MoPME) feels the 

need to know the causes of learning gaps in between two assessment process. After that 

National Academy for Primary Education (NAPE) conducted a study to identify the reading 

ability of class four students of government primary schools. It is assumed by the 

government, that most students of class three and five can’t read Bangla at an expected level 

that is cited in National Curriculum 2012. Learning English by the students of government 

primary schools might be worse than that of Bangla. The government is keen to learn the 

causes behind this situation.  That’s why the Ministry of Primary and Mass Education asked 

the National Academy for Primary Education to study Primary School Bangla Subject in 

order to find out the causes of weakness in Bangla of the students of class four students of  

government primary school.  
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3.3 Research design 
The nature of the study is descriptive research approach. This study follows the mixed-

method approach with sequential explanatory strategy.  

 

Figure 1: Sequential explanatory model 
According to Creswell, (2012),  

‘an explanatory sequential mixed methods design (also called a two-phase 
model; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011) consists of first collecting quantitative 
data and then collecting qualitative data to help explain or elaborate on the 
quantitative results. The rationale for this approach is that the quantitative data 
and results provide a general picture of the research problem’. (p.542) 

Phase-1 

To identify the causes and remedies of weakness in Bangla, at first it needs to discover the 

areas of weaknesses. And to do so, individual achievement test was used to identify the 

students’ learning level on some predetermined competencies of Bangla language skills for 

class 3 students in phase-1. Also, Bangla classroom of respected schools was observed for the 

same purpose. Quantitative analysis was done from the achievement scores of the 

achievement test and classroom observation checklist. Descriptive analysis and few 

inferential analyses were performed to fulfill the purpose of the study. 

Follow-up (Findings of achievement test) 

In the follow-up stage, students’ level of learning and areas of gaps were ascertained from the 

quantitative analysis. These analyses results helped to determine the activities of phase-2. 

Considering the findings from quantitative analysis, respondents were selected and tools were 

prepared for the next phase. 

Quantitative 
Data collecting 

& Analysis

Follow up 
with

Qualitative 
Data collecting 

& Analysis
Interpretation
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Phase-2 

On the basis of findings from the follow-up 

stage, respected Bangla subject teachers of the 

schools selected in phase-1 were interviewed to 

find out the causes of students’ learning 

deficiencies and gaps in language learning. Also, 

focus group discussions (FGDs) were 

administered in two groups of each schools 

putting the advanced 5/6 students in one group 

and the weaker 5/6 students in another group to 

know the causes of their achievement results.  

3.4 Study area 
This study was covered in eight districts of eight 

divisions taking one from each division in 

Bangladesh. The researchers wanted to cover the 

overall geographic location in-combination with urban and rural, costal-main land- hill and 

haor areas.  

3.5 Population 
The main population of this study is:  

Students of grade III. 

All of the students of grade III (2,924,975) have been selected as the population of this study. 

The study team had administered the test to class III students at the first third of the year 

2019. At that time, the team conducted the achievement test by using the grade 3 level items 

on class 3 students.  

Bangla Teacher  

Bangla class teachers were also considered as a population of the study. Data were also 

collected from those teachers who had conducted the Bangla class in class three in this 

academic year, 2019. 

Bangla classroom  

To accomplish the study, teaching-learning activities of Bangla classrooms were observed to 

gather data. The study team observed the Bangla classes of grade 3.  

Figure 2: Study area 
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3.6 Sample and sampling strategy 

The study covered all the educational divisions considering the geographical locations in 

Bangladesh. In the 1st phase, sampling was mainly done following the Multistage Cluster 

Sampling strategies and in the 2nd phase, samples were selected purposively. The sample 

categories are as follows: 

Sample in phase-1: Students 

At first to select class 3 students for administering achievement test, the representative 

sample size was determined. As the population size is large (greater than 20,000), the 

following formula was used to determine the representative sample size: 

Sample size= 
మ×(ଵି)

ୣమ
……………………………….  (Cochran, 1963) 

Z=1.96 (for 95% confidence level) 
e=0.05 
P=0.5 
By solving the above equation sample size was found to  be 384.  

So, the required sample size was 384 and the study targeted 400 students. After collecting 

data, a total of 403 students were found for the administration of the test. 

In the 1st phase, to select the sample students, multistage cluster sampling procedure was 

followed. A total of 8 districts were selected, one from each division considering various 

geographical locations. From each selected district, one upazila was selected from the upazila 

list randomly. A total of 16 schools were selected, two from each Upazila where one was 

located in an urban area and one was in a rural area and theses selection was done through a 

random sampling technique. From those selected schools, a total number of 394 class three 

students were selected where 24-26 students of class 3 were selected randomly from each 

school. 

Sample for Phase-2: Students 

In the 2nd phase, two FGD were scheduled in each school which was selected in the 1st phase. 

Where one FGD was done with 5/6 advanced students and another one was done with 5/6 

weaker students who were selected purposively. 

Sample for Phase-2: Teachers 

A total number of 16 teachers were selected using purposive sampling techniques. In 

particular, one Bangla teacher was selected from each school who was teaching Bangla in 
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class three from the beginning of the year to the time of interviewing. 

Sample for Phase-2: Classroom observation 

A total number of 16 Bangla classrooms were selected purposively to oversee the real 

classroom practice. Particularly, one classroom was selected from each school except.  

Table 2: Sample distribution at a glance 

   Phase-1 Phase-2 

Division District Upazila 
Number 

of 
Schools 

Students for 
achievement 

test 

Students for 
FGD (2 per 

school) 

Interview 
with 

Teachers 
Dhaka 1 1 2 25 Х 2=50 6 Х 2 Х 2=24 2 
Chattogram 1 1 2 25 Х 2=50 6 Х 2 Х 2=24 2 
Rajshahi 1 1 2 25 Х 2=50 6 Х 2 Х 2=24 2 
Khulna 1 1 2 25 Х 2=50 6 Х 2 Х 2=24 2 
Barisal 1 1 2 25 Х 2=50 6 Х 2 Х 2=24 2 
Sylhet 1 1 2 25 Х 2=50 6 Х 2 Х 2=24 2 
Rangpur 1 1 2 25 Х 2=50 6 Х 2 Х 2=24 2 
Mymensingh 1 1 2 25 Х 2=50 6 Х 2 Х 2=24 2 

Total 8 8 16 400 192 16 

 
3.7 Data collection tools 
Different kinds of data collection tools were used to meet the research objectives of this 

study. An achievement test was developed for class three students to get a clear idea about 

students’ learning achievement on four language skills-listening, speaking, reading and 

writing from the taught lessons. Three types of questionnaires were used to meet the research 

goal. A classroom observation checklist was also used for supporting data to meet the 

research objective. Moreover, an interview questionnaire and focus group discussion 

guidelines were administered to get the causes of learning gaps of the student-respondents. 

The instruments of this study are:  

Achievement test:  

An achievement test tool was developed considering the attainable competencies for class 

three. The study team wanted to find out the gaps between the attained learning outcomes and 

the expected learning continua. That’s why the study team developed tools considering the 

class-wise attainable competencies. The researchers considered grade-wise attainable 

competencies 1.2, 2.2 and 3.1 for listening skills; 2.3 and 3.1 for speaking skills; 1.4, 2.4 and 

3.3 for reading skills and 3.1 and 4.2 for writing skills.   
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Interview schedule  

An interview schedule was developed for Bangla teachers to collect information about the 

causes of learning difficulties of class three students. Particularly, this tool was used to 

identify the learning gaps between what was expected to learn and what was learnt by the 

students. It includes teaching technique, assessment strategy, challenges of teaching, how to 

overcome the challenges and what the teachers need to develop for their professional skills so 

that they can deliver the classes more effectively and interestingly. In addition, reasons for 

learning difficulties in terms of students were aimed at.   

Classroom observation  

A classroom observation checklist was developed to recognize the real classroom situation 

about the presentation strategies and techniques, providing an opportunity the students for 

practicing the lesson in terms of skills, way of assessing the learning achievements. This tool 

was administrated in class three by the NAPE faculty members. In addition, the teacher’s 

preparation for conducting a Bangla class in class three, use of teaching aid, instruction, 

motivation, a technique to teach words, students’ participation were included in the 

observation checklist.  

3.8 Piloting 
The study team first prepared the draft tools of this study for piloting. The team went to a 

government primary school in Mymensingh Sadar Upazila for testing the reliability, validity 

and objectivity of the research tools. The researchers also measured its wording, sentence 

structure and content to know whether those were suitable for the targeted group of students 

or not. The team also estimated the total time for answering the questions.  

3.9 Data gathering process 
It was not possible to collect all data from different regions within a short time. So, it needed 

to deploy some enumerators to collect data from different parts of the country within this 

stipulated time. To maintain the standard of the study, the key researcher trained some NAPE 

personnel to act as enumerators to collect data effectively. To meet the research objectives 

data were collected from grade three students through the achievement test. Besides, the 

students were asked to read aloud different types of texts by following one to one approach to 

check their fluency and accuracy. Students also participated in a focused group discussion to 

share their learning experiences in the Bangla classroom. Few Bangla classroom activities 

were observed intensively to identify the teaching-learning strategies that influence 



improvement of students’ language skills. To complete the study, respected Bangla teachers 

were interviewed to explore their ability to conduct class as well as to identify the limitations 

in enhancing students’ language learning skills. 

3.10 Coding 
As the respondents of this research were assured that their identity would be disclosed, their 

code has been used in the case of citing their opinions, suggestions and learned experience in 

this research report. The schools have been numbered numerically. The urban and rural 

schools have been symbolized using U and R respectively. The focus group discussion is 

symbolized by FGD along with school number. A brief coding strategy is described below:  

Table 3: Qualitative data coding 

For Teacher Interview For FGD 

Code Description Code Description 

TIUn 
Teachers Interview from Urban 

(school code) 
FGDn 

Focus group 
discussion (school 

code) TIRn 
Teachers Interview from Rural 

(school code) 

3.11 Data analysis 
Quantitative data were analyzed through descriptive statistics. The descriptive data were 
analyzed in qualitative approach focusing on the objectives of the study and the emerged 
themes and concepts from the field data. The raw data that were collected were processed 
under proper supervision of the study team and analyzed by applying computer software like 
SPSS. Descriptive statistics like mean, percentage distribution, correlations etc. were applied 
where found appropriate. On the other hand, the qualitative data were analyzed thematically 
based on research objectives.  

 

Figure 3: Data analysis process 

  

Quantitative Data Qualitative Data
Meet the 
Research 
Objective 
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3.12 Ethical considerations 
To conduct this study the researchers followed some ethical issues:  

 The researchers first explained the purpose of this study to the headteachers as well as 

the subject teacher of the government primary schools to collect information from 

Bangla teachers and students. They assured the respondents that the data would only 

be used for academic research purpose and their identity would be kept confidential. 

 At the time of the literature review, the researchers gave more attention to avoid 

plagiarism. The researchers used direct coding or paraphrasing or summing 

documents used in text and end text citations.  

 During data collection, the researchers have taken consent from every institution for 

collecting data and also has taken consent from teachers and students. 

 The researchers have taken proper action to ensure the anonymity of respondents. 

They want to ensure that anonymity is maintained. 
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Chapter 4: Data Analysis and Presentation 

4.1 Introduction 
This chapter includes the information about four language skills (listening, speaking, reading 

and writing) of students through achievement test. Through this achievement test, the 

researchers tried to explore the achievement gap of students in Bangla language skills. In 

addition, the researchers triangulated data through teachers’ interview, classroom observation 

and students focus group discussion.  

4.2 Students achievements in four language skills 
The achievements of the students of class three in listening, speaking, reading and writing 

skills are assessed through achievement test.  

4.2.1 Listening achievements of students 

A text was adapted from class three Bangla textbook “Avgvi evsjv eB [Amar Bangla Boi]” for 

assessing listening skills which include 72 words. A total number of 5 items were included 

considering blooms taxonomy especially knowledge and understanding.  

Table 4: Overall performance of listening skills (seen text) 

Area Score 
Mean  3.41 (out of 5) 
SD 1.694 

Minimum  0 (9.9%) 
Maximum  5 (38.0%) 

The above table presents the overall listening skills of class three students which were taken 

from the textbook. A total of 5 numbers were given through 5 items. The mean score was 

3.41 whereas the standard deviation was 1.694. Data shows that near at 38.0% students 

scored 5 out of 5 while about 9.9% students scored 0.  



 
Figure 4: District wise performance of listening skills (seen text) 

This figure presents the district wise listening skills of seen text in comparion with urban and 

rural areas. The students of urban areas scored higher than the students of rural areas in and 

around the country except Gopalgonj and Khulna. Moreover, the students of Gopalgonj 

scored the highest marks among the students of other districts while the students of Bogura 

scored the lowest among them.   

 

Figure 5: Skill-wise listening performance (seen text) 
Data shows that 73.2 per cent students of urban areas responded correctly in knowledge-

based items while 68.5 per cent students of rural areas answered similar items. In addition, 

64.7 per cent  students of urban areas responded correctly at understanding level based items 

while 50.0 per cent students of rural areas answered in similar items correctly. 

Another text was adapted from supplementary reading materials containing 108 words. A 

total number of 5 items were included considering blooms taxonomy especially knowledge 

and understanding. 
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Table 5: Overall performance of listening skills (unseen text) 

Area Score 
Mean  3.30 (out of 5) 
SD 1.535 

Minimum  0 (4.7%) 
Maximum  5 (28.6%) 

The above table presents the overall listening skills of class three students which was adapted 

from supplementary reading materials. A total of 5 marks were given through 5 items. The 

mean score was 3.30 whereas the standard deviation was 1.535. Data show that about 28.6 

per cent students scored 5 out of 5 while about 4.7 per cent students scored 0.  

 

Figure 6: District-wise performance of listening skills (unseen text) 
This figure presents the district wise listening skills of unseen text in comparion with urban 

and rural areas. The students of urban areas scored higher than the students of rural areas in 

and around the country except Gopalgonj and Sylhet. Moreover, the students of Gopalgonj 

scored the highest marks among the students of other districts while the students of Bogura 

scored the lowest among them.   

 

Figure 7: Skill-wise listening performance (unseen text) 
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Data show that 71.2% students of urban areas responded correctly in knowledge-based items 

while 68.6% students of rural areas answered in similar items. In addition, 64.7% students of 

urban areas responded correctly in understanding level-based items while 50.5% students of 

rural areas answered  in similar items correctly. 

4.2.2 Speaking achievements of students 

One to one communication guideline was used to measure the students’ achievement on 

speaking skills. In addition, a picture adapted from textbook was also used to assess the 

students’ speaking skills.  

Table 6: Overall performance of speaking skills (one to one) 

Area Score 
Mean  4.46 (out of 5) 
SD 0.884 

Minimum  0 (1.7%) 
Maximum  5 (61.0%) 

The students of grade III were assessed by a researcher for tracking their speaking skills in 

one to one manner. The mean score of one to one communication was 4.46 (out of 5) whereas 

the standard deviation was 0.884. Data show that nearly at 61.0% students scored 5 out of 5 

while about 1.7% students scored minimum.  

 

Figure 8: District-wise performance of speaking skills (one to one) 
The students of urban areas scored higher than the students of rural areas in and around the 

country except Gopalgonj, Khagrachori and Khulna. Moreover, the students of Bhola scored 

(4.83) the highest marks among the students of other districts while the students of Gopalgonj 

scored (3.63) the lowest among them.   
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Table 7: Overall performance of speaking skills (with the help of picture) 

Area Score 
Mean  4.42 (out of 5) 
SD 1.086 

Minimum  0 (2.5%) 
Maximum  5 (67.9%) 

The students of grade III were assessed by a researcher for tracking their speaking skills with 

the help of a picture. The mean score of one to one communication was 4.42 (out of 5) 

whereas the standard deviation was 1.086. Data show that nearly 67.9% students scored 5 out 

of 5 while  only 2.5% students scored minimum.  

 

Figure 9: District-wise performance of speaking skills (with the help of picture) 
The students of urban areas scored higher than the students of rural areas in and around the 

country except Bhola. Moreover, the students of Khagrachori scored (4.92) the highest marks 

among the students of other districts while the students of Bhola scored (4.03) the lowest 

among them.   

4.2.3 Reading achievements of students 

Students are assessed through seen text and unseen text. A poem “Pj& Pj& Pj& [Chal Chal 

Chal]” was adopted from textbook whereas another text was adopted from supplementary 

reading materials to measure the students’ reading skills through loud reading, silent reading 

with understanding.  
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Table 8: Overall performance of reading (seen text) 

Area Score 
Mean  2.34 (out of 4) 
SD 1.224 

Minimum  0 (6.2%) 
Maximum  4 (21.6%) 

The researchers were assessed the students’ reading with understanding through a seen text 

(poem) which was adopted from grade III textbook. Data show that the mean score of silent 

reading (seen text) was 2.34 (out of 4) whereas the standard deviation was 1.224. Data show 

that 21.6% students scored 4 out of 4 while about only 6.2% students scored 0.  

 

Figure 10: District-wise performance of reading achievement (seen text) 

The students of urban areas scored higher than the students of rural areas in and around the 

country except Mymensingh and Gopalgonj. Moreover, the students of Sylhet scored (3.38) 

the highest marks among the students of other districts while the students of Bogra scored 

(1.24) the lowest among them.   
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Figure 11: Skill-wise reading performance (seen text) 

Data show that students scored better in knowledge areas better than understanding and 

application. 87.4% students of urban areas responded correctly knowledge-based items while 

92.9% students of rural areas answered similar items. In addition, 46.1% students of urban 

areas response correctly in understanding level based items while 45.6% students of rural 

areas answer in similar items correctly. Moreover, 56% students of urban areas responded 

correctly application level-based items while 48.5% students of rural areas answered in 

similar items correctly. 

Table 9: Overall performance of reading (unseen text) 

Area Score 
Mean  1.29 (out of 3) 
SD 0.876 

Minimum  0 (18.6%) 
Maximum  3 (9.4%) 

The researchers assessed the students’ reading with understanding through an unseen text 

which adapted from supplementary reading materials of grade III. Data show that the mean 

score of silent reading (unseen text) was 1.29 (out of 3) whereas the standard deviation was 

0.876. Data show that 9.4% students scored 3 out of 3 while about only 18.6% students 

scored 0.  
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Figure 12: District-wise performance of reading achievement (unseen text) 
The students of urban areas scored higher than the students of rural areas around the country 

except Mymensingh and Gopalgonj. Moreover, the students of Gopalgonj scored (2.19) the 

highest marks among the students of other districts while the students of Bogra scored (0.43) 

the lowest among them.  

 

Figure 13: Skill-wise reading performance (unseen text) 
Data show that students scored better in knowledge areas better than understanding and 

application. 82.1% students of urban areas responded correctly in knowledge-based items 

while 72.4% students of rural areas answered similar items. In addition, 28.5% students of 

urban areas responded correctly in understanding level based items while 31.6% students of 

rural areas answered in similar items correctly. Moreover, 23.2% students of urban areas 

responded correctly in application-level based items while 19.9% students of rural areas 

answered similar items correctly. 
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Figure 14: Reading fluency 
The above figure shows the students’ reading fluency. Data show that students’ average word 

per minute (wpm) of the provided text was about 48. The standard deviation for reading 

fluency is 25.521 which means that variation of students’ performance was high in reading 

fluency.  

 

Figure 15: District-wise performance of reading fluency 
The above figure shows the reading fluency of grade III students’. The students of urban 

areas performed better than rural students except Mymensingh, Gopalgonj and Khulna areas. 

On the one hand, the students of Sylhet areas performed comparatively well than the students 

of other areas. On the other hand, the students of Bogura areas performed lower than others.  

Through teachers interview, the researchers wanted to explore why students’ performance is 

poor in reading. Most of the teachers identified that mainly students are not able to identify 
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the alphabet, not able to make words with the help of alphabet, not able to make the 

compound letter and not able to make sentences with the help of words. For example, a 

teacher stated that “mainly students are poor in reading due to lack of proper guideline at 

grade one and two. In addition, I tried to teach the students from the beginning while they 

cannot adapt themseves to my lecture” (TIR31). Moreover, one of the teachers stated: 

I think the problem comes from grade one and two. Students get a promotion without 
achieving learning outcomes of the previous grade like identifying the alphabet, 
making words, braking compound letters and making sentences. The teachers of 
grade one and two might not identify the students’ weakness in Bangla what is why 
we faced such kind of challenges in upper grade (TIU 21, 51, 71, 81). 

 

4.2.4 Writing achievements of students 

Students’ writing skills were assessed through two different types of tasks. Firstly, a picture 

was adapted from a grade III textbook and given to the students for writing five sentences 

about the picture. Secondly, a form was developed with some basic information and supplied  

the students for filling the form.  

Table 10: Overall performance of writing (with help of picture) 

Area Score 
Mean  2.90 (out of 5) 
SD 2.009 

Minimum  0 (24.1%) 
Maximum  5 (35.0%) 

The researchers have assessed the students’ writing skills with help of pictures which adapted 

from the grade III textbook. Data show that the mean score was 2.90 (out of 5) whereas the 

standard deviation was 2.009. In addition, 35.0% students scored 5 out of 5 while about only 

24.1% students scored 0. 
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Figure 16: District-wise performance of writing skills (with the help of picture) 
The above figure shows the writing performance of grade III students’ as per district. The 

students of urban areas performed better than rural students except Mymensingh and 

Gopalgonj areas. On the one hand, the students of Khulna areas performed comparatively 

well than the students of other areas. On the other hand, the students of Bhola areas 

performed lower than others.  

Table 11: Overall performance of writing (form fill up) 

Area Score 
Mean  5.6 (out of 8) 
SD 2.164 

Minimum  0 (4.7%) 
Maximum  8 (18.4%) 

The researchers assessed students’ writing skills with the help of filling a form which 

developed with some basic information of students. Data show that the mean score was 5.6 

(out of 8) whereas the standard deviation was 2.164. In addition, 18.4% students scored 8 out 

of 8 while  only 4.7% students scored 0. 
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Figure 17: District-wise performance of writing skills (form fill-up) 
The above figure shows the writing performance through a form fill-up grade III students’ as 

per district. The students of rural areas performed better than urban students except 

Khagrachori, Bogura, Khulna and Bhola areas. On the one hand, the students of Khagrachori 

areas performed comparatively better than the students of other areas. On the other hand, the 

students of Bogura areas performed lower than others.  

4.3 Find out the gaps in achieving four language skills 
Through the achievement test, the researchers tried to explore the gaps in achieving four 

language skills. Firstly, the researchers conducted a location-based t-test for measuring 

students’ achievement compare urban and rural combinations. In addition, the researchers 

also conducted Pearson correlation for assessing students’ achievement correlation among the 

four language skills.  

Table 12: Location-based t-test for four language skills 

Skills t df Sig. 
(2-tailed) 

Mean 
Difference Level of significance 

Listening 1.737 400 0.083 .52189 Not quite statistically significant 
Speaking 1.934 400 0.054 .30464 Not quite statistically significant 
Reading 0.706 401 0.480 .12933 Not statistically significant 
Writing 3.706 401 0.000 1.29853 Extremely statistically significant.  

This table presents the location-based t-test score for four language skills. The t-score of 

listening skill is 1.737 and the significant level is 0.083 that means it is not quite statistically 

significant.  In addition, the t-score of speaking skill is 1.934 and the significant level is 0.054 

that means it is not quite statistically significant. Moreover, the t-score of reading skill is 
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0.706 and the significant level is 0.480 that means it is not statistically significant. 

Furthermore, the t-score of listening skill is 3.706 and the significant level is 0.000 that 

means it is extremely statistically significant. 
Table 13: Correlation between four language skills 

Pearson Correlation 
Skills Listening Speaking Reading Writing 
Listening 1 .169** .634** .582** 
Speaking .169** 1 .094 .263** 

 Reading .634** .094 1 .541** 
Writing .582** .263** .541** 1 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

It is revealed from the Pearson Correlation that students’ listening skill is moderately 

correlated with reading and writing skills with a high level of significance. Students’ 

speaking skills have no significant correlation with reading skills while their writing skills 

have a partial correlation with strong significant level. 

 

Figure 18: Achievement gap in four language skills 
This figure presents the achievement gap of grade three students on four language skills in 

government primary schools. Data show that in reading skill, the achievement gap in higher 

in the unseen text (57.0%) than the seen text (44.5%). In writing skill, the achievement gap is 

higher at picture-based writing (42.0%) than the form fill-up (30.0%). In addition, students 

performed better in listening and speaking skills than reading and writing skills.  
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4.4 Causes of gaps in achieving four language skills 
After analyzing the quantitative data, the researchers wanted to explore the achievement gaps 

of four language skills through teacher interviews, focus group discussion of students and 

Bangla class observation. The major causes of learning gaps are lack of appropriate concept 

about four language skills, scarcity of teachers’ knowledge of teaching techniques and their 

proper practice in Bangla language classroom. Inadequate planning and preparation by the  

teachers affect practice of language skills in the classroom. In addition, the assessment 

process of Bangla language is not done by following proper techniques. Students have do not  

enough opportunity to use supplementary Bangla reading materials. Moreover, the 

researchers wanted to know the related causes of students’ weakness in language skills 

through teachers’ opinion.   

4.4.1 Concept of language skills 

The researchers wanted to know the teachers’ concept about language skills through the 

question “What is your concept about language skills?”. Through teachers’ interview, the 

researchers realized that most of the teachers (13 out of 16) have not enough clear concepts of 

language skills. In addition, a small numbers of teachers (3 out of 16) have partial concept 

about language skills. During teachers’ interview, a teacher from rural area stated about 

listening skills that “I think, when students are able to memorize by listening it is called 

listening skill” (TIR21). Another teacher from urban area said that “I believe that if a student  

able to speak and understand by listening it is listening skill” (TIU22).  

Similarly, teachers talked about speaking skill during the interview. Teachers of urban 

primary school stated “I mean speaking is speak something when I asked. If I describe it like 

as speaking refers to the ability to speak with proper sound and pronunciation” (TIU22). 

Moreover, teachers expressed their opinion on reading and writing issues. For example, a 

teacher form urban GPS said: “I think, reading skill is when a student able to read lines 

without obstacles” (TIU22)”. Similarly, teachers from rural school mentioned “reading skill 

is the ability to understand by proper reading” (TIR21). Finally, a teacher from rural area said 

in answer to what is writing skill “If a student is able to write the alphabet in proper shape 

and size, I think that is writing skill” (TIR21).  

4.4.2 Language teaching method and techniques 

The language teaching methods and techniques are different from other subjects. In language 

teaching, teachers have to focus on four language skills like listening, speaking, reading and 
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writing. Through teachers interview, the researchers explored the scarcity of teachers’ 

knowledge on teaching techniques and their proper practice in Bangla language classroom. 

Similar findings came from Bangla class observation and students’ focus group discussion.   

 Listening and Speaking 

Listening and speaking are interrelated language skills. These two language skills happen at a 

time and the methods and techniques for the development of these skills are mostly the same. 

A researcher wanted to know through interview about teachers teaching methods for listening 

and speaking skills development of students. 

The teachers expressed their opinion in different ways. A teacher from a rural primary school 

said “I speak loudly in  classroom for ensuring the development of listening and speaking 

skills. I think, its’ a good technique to teach Bangla language at primary level” (TIR21). 

Another teacher from an urban primary school stated “I am following different methods and 

techniques to teach Bangla language to grade three students. Especially, I read clearly and 

loudly and students listen carefully” (TIR11).  

Different teachers followed different strategies to ensure students’ learning. For example, a 

teacher from an urban GPS said:  

As a teacher of language, I followed various techniques to teach language 
subject in the primary classroom. When I wanted to ensure the learning of 
listening and speaking skills, I read loudly and gave students instruction to 
matching with textbook and student match the words with those in a textbook. 
I think such kind of technique helps the students’ better understanding of that 
part (TIU61). 

Teachers talked about teaching style, teaching materials and delivery style in the classroom 

teaching. For example, a teacher from the rural primary school said:  

I showed various pictures which related with the text for language teaching. I 
show picture and give chance to observe or think and then students speak 
about picture I inspired them to talk. In addition, I read text, and then asked 
students some simple questions related to text and students answer the 
questions (TIU22).  

During FGD, the researchers wanted to explore students’ opinion about teaching methods and 

techniques for listening and speaking skills, which are used by the teacher in the classroom. 

Most of the students specified that teachers read and students repeated after teacher. As some 

students mentioned “we repeated after the teacher and teachers ask to listen to teacher 

reading” (FGD11, 41, 51). Some of the students also mentioned “Teacher reads and asks to 

listen” (FGD32, 71).  
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Through achievement test, we found that students achieved poor score in picture based items. 

For that reason, the researchers wanted to know the teachers’ techniques about picture related 

text by showing Amar Bangla Boi, page 4. During teachers’ interview, the teachers ensured 

that they taught this text in a proper way while students disagreed with teachers statements 

(FGD11, 41, 62, 61, 22). For example, some students from primary school stated  

Our Bangla teacher didn’t teach picture related text. Mainly, he came to 
classroom and read loudly and we matched with the textbook. Some times, he 
wrote word meaning on the black board. He couldnot show this picture (p.4) 
during classroom activity. Even he didn’t talk anything about this picture. That 
is why we couldnot answer properly. (FGD72, 21, 82) 

During classroom observation, the researchers wanted to explore the real classroom practice 

with five level linear scale observation checklist. Observation data show that, teachers used 

different methods for listening and speaking skills Development is mostly at moderately 

satisfactory, unsatisfactory level and some teachers’ performance were at very unsatisfactory 

level.    

 Reading and writing  

Reading and writing are interrelated language skills. These two language skills happen at a 

time and the methods and techniques for the development of these skills are mostly the same. 

Through teachers’ interviews, student FGDs and classroom observation, we tried to explore 

the achievement gaps of grade III students especially in reading and writing.  

In Bangla class at GPS, mostly teachers conducted lessons with emphasis on reading and 

writing skills. Teacher’s activities are based on reading and writing skills mainly. For 

example, to present a story or essay or description type literature, teachers read loudly at first 

then teach word meaning, braking compound letters, making sentences and writing summary. 

During teachers’ interview, a teacher from urban GPS mentioned “I make student attentive at 

class, then read loudly with proper pronunciation and student match the words after listening 

to me. I  call 3/4 student in front of class to read as I read and other students listen” (TIU81).  

Teachers do different activities during lesson time for developing writing skill at Bangla 

classroom. Mainly, teachers are ask student to write words, compound letter, making 

sentences and simple questions. For example, a teacher from rural stated  

I tried to practice different activities for developing students’ reading and 
writing skills. For clean and beautiful handwriting I write one demonstration 
line to follow. In addition, I give homework to write one page and at 
classroom sometimes I ask to write the answer toa simple question. (TIR82) 
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During students FGD, the researchers explored the data about teaching methods and 

techniques for reading and writing skills, which are used by the teacher at classroom. 

Students pointed out some issues, which are closely related with teaching methods and 

techniques for reading and writing skills:  

 Teacher reads and asks to listen (FGD11)  

 Students  repeated the text after teacherread (FGD11,41,82)  

 Teacher asks to read (FGD11)  

 Teacher gives  exercise after reading (FGD62)  

 Teacher teaches  new words, spelling and word meaning (FGD42)  

 Teacher recites the poem and asks to repeat after teacher (FGD42)  

 Asks to memorize the poem (FGD82)  

 Asks to write by showing pictures (FGD 51, 81, 32)   

 Didn’t teach picture related text (FGD 11, 22, 72, 82)  

 Asks to write the story from text (FGD 62) 

Through class observation of Bangla, the researchers identified that about 25 percent 

teachers’ performance in students reading and writing skills development at the classroom is 

at satisfactory and very satisfactory level. The rest 75 percent teachers’ performance was at 

unsatisfactory and very unsatisfactory level of teaching in Bangla classes.  

4.4.3. Assessment of four language skills in the classroom 

Assessment techniques of language skills are an important part of language skill development 

process. For ensuring the development of students’ four language skills, the formative 

assessment should be practiced in the classroom. However, the assessment process is not 

working properly at the government primary schools. Especially, the listening and speaking 

skills are not practiced at GPS and teachers are not willing to practice it in primary 

classroom.  

 Listening and speaking  

Listening and speaking skills are not assessed properly at GPS whereas these skills help 

students to understand better reading and writing skills.  For example a teacher mentioned  

“Language teaching in mostly conducted with the concern of reading and writing skills so 

specifically. Listening and speaking skills are not evaluated in classroom”(TIU22). Most of 

the teachers pointed out that, they assess students’ listening skills by questioning and 
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answering. For example a teacher from urban primary school pointed out  

“I assess  how much the students understand my reading by simple questions 
related to reading content. I tried to assess them through formative assessment 
but it is not possible in every class. In addition, due to lack of equipment, we 
are not able to assess the students’ listening and speaking skills” (TIU81).  

Teachers assess the students listening and speaking skills by following a different strategy. 

For example, one teacher mentioned “I assess students listening skill by asking them to read” 

(TIU 61). In addition, some of the teachers mentioned that they evaluated students speaking 

skill by showing pictures and the rest of them evaluated their students by question and 

answer. A teacher said “I assess the students’ speaking skills through showing pictures at 

classroom” (TIU81).   

During students’ FGD, the researchers tried to explore the students opening regarding the 

assessment of listening and speaking skills. For example, students mentioned in FGD “the 

teacher asks them to read one by one” (FGD 11). Another teacher stated “I ask a simple 

question to assess the students speaking skills. However, listening skills are not assessed 

properly at rural level primary schools” (FGD 41, 32). In addition, another teacher said “I 

assess the students speaking skills through asking them to say sentences about the picture” 

(FGD 12, 42, 82). 

Through classroom observation, the researchers revealed that one-fourth teachers’ 

performance in students listening and speaking skills assessment at the classroom was at a 

satisfactory level. In addition, most of the teachers’ performance was not at a satisfactory 

level regarding students listening and speaking skills. 

 Reading and writing 

Teachers assess the students reading and writing skills following different strategies. Almost 

all teachers mentioned that they assess students reading skill by asking to read. Most of the 

teachers mentioned that they generally ask the student to read the content which is a part of 

the textbook already taught at the classroom. A small number of teachers ask student to read 

one by one (TIU61) and ask simple questions from reading as teacher mentioned that I ask 

simple question related to the reading materials to evaluate students reading skill at classroom 

(TIU81). Most of the teachers assess the writing skill of student by asking them to write from 

exercise (question, fill in the gaps). A teacher mentioned “I ask students to write answers to 

simple questions, fill in the gaps, making the sentence” (TIR22). Another teacher stated “I put 

emphasis on seven “s”(sapta sa),appropriate size and shape of Bangla letters” (TIR52)  
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Mainly teachers have given emphasize on students’ reading and wiring skills. For example, 

the teacher from rural primary school stated  

I tried to ensure students’ learning needs especially in reading and writing. I 
assessed the students reading and writing skills through writing tasks at 
classroom. In addition, I also assessed the students during lesson time through 
asking short questions. I think, writing is the key assessment process which 
helps the students to prepare for final exam. (TIR82) 

During FGD, students explore different issues regarding assessment process of reading and 

writing skills. For example, students stated:  

 The teacher asks to read one by one (FGD11, 82) 

 The teacher asks to write without opening the textbook (FGD61) 

 The teacher asks  to write the poem (FGD82) 

 The teacher Asks to speak by memorizing (FGD21) 

 The teacher Asks to write from the related text (FGD41) 

 The teacher writes on the board and asks to follow (FGD51) 

 The teacher gives homework to do (FGD62,82)  

 The teacher asks to check sentences with guide book (Popi lecture guide) (FGD32) 

Through classroom observation data revealed that one-fourth teachers’ performance in 

students reading and writing skills assessment at the classroom is at a satisfactory level, three 

fourth teachers performance at unsatisfactory and very unsatisfactory level. 

4.4.4 Book corner and use of SRM 

All classrooms have no book corner while teachers claimed that they have sufficient books 

for students at the library. That is why students cannot collect easily. For example, a teacher 

said, “we have a bookshelf at the office room and they provide books to the student every 

Wednesday” (TIU11). Another teacher claimed “schools have sufficient books for students. If 

students need any book for reading, we provide them from our bookshelf” (TIU82). 

Conversely, students pointed out that they have no opportunity to read other books except 

textbooks. During FGD, most of the students mentioned “There is no book corner and 

supplementary book at their classroom” (FGD22) 

Most of the schools have supplementary reading materials (SRM) while at the teachers’ room  

students have no opportunity to receive this SRM. During teachers interview, similar opinion 

came from a teacher. He mentioned “We have SRM in the school and provide the students 

supplementary reading materials when students want” (TIU81). Another teacher said   
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SRM is needed for teachers to conduct the class in an effective way. Students 
are busy with their textbook related reading and home work. They have not 
enough time to read supplementary materials withouta textbook. That is why I 
encourage them to read textbooks for getting good marks in final exam 
(TIU51). 

During FGD, students identified different issues regarding book corner and supplementary 

reading materials (SRM) like:  

 No reading corner at our classroom (FGD61, 81, 62, 91, 92, 51, 32, 82) 

 We did not receive any other book except textbooks from our teachers (FGD82) 

 Mainly, we read textbooks at home, not other books (FGD21, 31) 

 We love to read textbooks and teachers inspired us to read textbooks (FGD41) 

 Our schools have story books at teachers room (FGD51, 82) 

4.4.5 Preparation and planning 

All sixteen teachers mentioned that they used  a self-constructed lesson plan and also 

followed the teachers guide. For example, a teacher stated “I followed the lesson plan to 

fulfill my lesson at grade three. In addition, I followed the teachers’ guide 

accordingly(TIU81).” 

But the researcher observed that, most of the teachers conducted their class traditionally and 

teachers guide was not followed appropriately.  

4.4.6 Teachers view on student weakness in Bangla language 

Teachers identified some common obstacles of students’ weakness of Bangla language at 

grade three. Teachers are exploringa different dimension of students’ weakness during the in-

depth interview.   

 Absence in class: Most of the teachers stated “irregularity of student is a major 

problem” (TIR/U22, 81, 82, 32, 21, 41, 52).  

 Inadequate opportunity to practice: Teachers are facing challenges to practice or 

exercise four language skills at a class. For example, a teacher from the rural primary 

school said “There is no opportunity to practice or exercise four language skills at a 

class   in a day” (TIR82). One the other hand, a teacher from urban primary school 

mention “I am facing challengesto practice or exercise four language skills at a class 

in a day” (TIU21) 

 Lack of physical facilities: There is no adequate physical facilities related to learning 

environment and language teaching at classroom. As a teacher stated “our school 
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building is vulnerable so we conduct classes at tin shades” (TIR21) another teachers 

mentioned “It will be good for language teaching if we have soundbox, whiteboard 

and sufficient electric fans and lights” (TIR41). 

 Lack of subject-based training: Teachers are facing challenges regarding receiving 

subject-based training. During teachers’ interview, a teacher stated “I have no 

training on Bangla” (TRI 21). On the other hand, some of the teachers have subject-

based training which was not up to the mark. For example, a teacher pointed out that 

“The duration of training is not sufficient” (TIR21). In addition, teachers give 

expressed their opinion regarding the existing training. A teacher said “subject-based 

training is not conducted properly” (TIR21). 

 Parents’ unconsciousness: Most of the parents of rural primary schools are 

unconscious about their children education mention by the teachers during the 

interview. For example, a teacher from the rural primary school said that “Lack of 

consciousness of parents about students learning is a great problem for language 

weakness” (TIR-82). 

 Lack of teachers’ capacity: Teachers are not capable of teaching Bangla language as 

per proper guideline of the curriculum. Some of the teachers mentioned that they are 

not capable following the proper guideline of teachers’ guide. For example, a teacher 

stated “Our teachers are not appropriately skilled in language teaching” (TIR82). 

 Use of local language: Teachers use the local language and accent of language during 

lesson. Although the government instructed them to use standard Bangla language 

while teaching. Teachers from rural school said “we are using local language at the 

classroom for students’ better understanding. In addition, students also use local 

language at classroom” (TIR72, 41).  

 Large classroom: The large classroom is a big problem for a teacher to manage and 

teach appropriately. The teacher-students ration was a problem at urban areas while it 

was not identified at rural areas. For example, a teacher from an urban primary school 

stated   

I am facing challenges at classroom to achieve language skills due to the large 
classroom size. I am not able to assess the students’ properly in four language 
skills and cannot provide feedback in a proper manner. I think, big classroom 
size is not suitable to ensuring four language skills. (TIU 21) 

 Examination centered teaching: Teachers are willing to teach the students for 

getting good marks at examinations. They measure the students learning needs and 
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capacity through exams marks. In addition, the guardians also want good GPA at 

exam while learning is less important. For example a teacher mentioned “We conduct 

our class not to achieve language skills but to achieve good number in examination” 

(TIU22).  

 Workload: Teachers pass busy time with other work like activities (official work, 

stipend activities, survey, and voter list update). In some cases, the higher authority 

engaged them in different works alongside with teaching activities. For example, a 

teacher stated “Extra activities (official work, stipend activities, survey, and voter list 

update) hamper my classroom activities” (TIR21).  

4.5 Possible solution to overcome the weakness 
During teachers’ interview, the researchers wanted to know from teachers the possible 

solution to overcome these challenges. As the teachers mentioned some problems behind the 

weakness of students Bangla language skills they also suggested some actions to overcome 

the problems.  

 Ensure physical facilities: Teachers wanted ensuring physical facilities for 

conducting Bangla language classes as prescribed in national curriculum. They need 

some equipment to fulfill the learning needs of grade three students. For example, a 

teacher from a rural primary school said “we need to develop physical facilities of 

classroom (fan, light, soundbox, whiteboard, etc.)” (TIR21). 

 Ensure regular attendance: Students’ regular attendance is important to fulfill their 

learning need. During teacher interview a teacher mentioned   

If I wanted to ensure our students’ learning needs, firstly we have to ensure 
their regular attendance. If a student is absenct at class for two-three days 
continuously, s/he will miss the flow of language learning. Because one 
lesson is connected with others (TIU 82). 

 Need subject training: Most of the teachers mentioned that they needed subject-

based training in a proper manner. Some them feet emphasize on the duration of 

training which should be increased. For example, a teacher for rural primary school 

stated “Duration of subject-based training has to be increased to 15 days or more 

and should be ensured for all teachers who are engaging with Bangla subject” 

(TIR21). In addition, a teacher pointed out “subject-based training has tobe conducted 

properly with sincerity” (TIU72).  

 Motivation of teachers: Motivation is important for better teaching and learning. 

Continuous common activities make a man tedious. That is why sometimes they need 
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variation in their activities like, quality development training, increment etc. Similarly 

a teacher said “For better achievement of language skills, teacher have to qualify as 

sincere, heartly  and cordial” (TIR22). 

 Subject-based teacher: In general, a teacher conduct various classes in different 

subjects from grade one to five. A teacher is not strong in all subjects. A demand 

comes from the school is that “For these upgraded curriculum, it is a national 

demand to recruit subject-based teacher for betterment to fulfil learning needs” 

(TIR32). Correspondingly another teacher mentioned “We have to ensure a dedicated 

teacher for each subject and one teacher will teach Bangla from class one to class 

five” (TIR22). 

 Concise class size: Due to large class size, none of  the activities can be conducted 

appropriately.  It is impossible to conduct language class with modern language 

teaching methods and techniques because of high ratio of teacher and students. 

Similarly a teacher pointed out that “we have to ensure teacher students ratioa in 

logical manner” (TIU82). 

 Parents’ awareness: Parents’ awareness is essential to ensure students’ better 

performance. Schools can arrange various programs for developing parents’ 

awareness regarding students’ performance. For example, a teacher said “We have to 

arrange parents meeting in a month as we need some program for developing 

parents’ awareness regarding students’ performance” (TIR61). Similarly, another 

teacher stated “Parents have to feel concerned about their child’s education” (TIR51). 

 Assessment policy: Government have to introduce an assessment policy for primary 

schools especially for language-related subjects. Mainly, teachers are assessing the 

students’ four language skills through a paper-pencil test although it is not possible to 

measure it. Similarly, a teacher pointed out:  

we need an assessment policy for measuring four language skills at primary 
level. Now we are not capable to assess listening and speaking skills through 
the paper-pencil test. That is why we avoid these two skills from our 
assessment strategy. I think, the government have to give positive attention 
regarding this issue (TUI 82) 
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Chapter 5: Major Findings and Recommendations 

5.1 Introduction 
This chapter summarizes the major findings of the study, addressing each research objective 

in turn, and provides recommendations for policymakers and programme planners in their 

efforts towards improving school practices and outcomes for primary school students in 

Bangladesh. As well, the chapter considers future directions for research in the field and 

addresses the strengths of the study. 

5.2 Students achievements in four language skills 
The achievements of listening, speaking, reading and writing skills in Bangla are assessed 

through an achievement test of students of class three at government primary schools in 

Bangladesh.  

Listening   

 The overall seen text listening achievement score is on an average 68.20 percent. Data 

show that nearly 38.0 percent students scored 5 out of 5 (mastery learning) while 

about 9.9 percent of students scored 0.  

 The overall unseen text listening achievement score is on an average 66 percent. Data 

shows that nearly 28.6 percent students scored 5 out of 5 (mastery learning) while 

about 4.7 percent of students scored 0. 

Speaking  

 The mean score of one to one communication is on an average 89.2 percent. Data 

show that nearly 61.0 percent students scored 5 out of 5 (masterly learning) while 

about  1.7 percent of students scored a minimum level.  

 The students of grade III are assessed by a researcher for tracking their speaking skills 

with the help of a picture. The mean score is on an average 88.4percent. Data show 

that nearly 67.9 percent students scored 5 out of 5 (mastery learning) while about only 

2.5 percent of students scored minimum level.  

Reading  

 The mean achievement score of silent reading (seen text) is 46.8 percent. Data show 

that 21.6 percent of students scored 4 out of 4 (mastery learning) while about only 6.2 

percent of students scored 0. Students scored better in knowledge areas than 
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understanding and application. 

 The mean score of silent reading (unseen text) is 43 per cent. Data show that 9.4 per 

cent students scored 3 out of 3 (mastery learning) while about 18.6 per cent students 

scored 0. Students scored better in knowledge areas than understanding and 

application.  

 Students reading fluency is assessed through loud reading text. The students’ reading 

fluency is 48 (wpm). The students of urban areas performed better than rural students 

except Mymensingh, Gopalgonj and Khulna areas. 

 Most of the teachers identified that mainly students are not able to identify the 

alphabet, not able to make words with the help of alphabet, not able to make/break the 

compound letter and not able to make sentences with the help of words.    

Writing 

 The researchers assessed the students’ writing skills with help of pictures adapted 

from the grade III textbook. The mean score on an average is 58 percent. In addition, 

35.0 percent students scored 5 out of 5 (mastery learning) while about only 24.1% 

students scored 0. 

 The researchers assessed students’ writing skills with the help of filling a form which 

was developed with some basic information of students. The mean score on an 

average is 70 percent. In addition, 18.4 percent students scored 8 out of 8 (mastery 

learning) while about only 4.7 percent students scored 0. 

5.3 Finding out the gaps in achieving four language skills 
Researchers tried to explore the gaps in achieving four language skills through t-test and 

Pearson correlation.  

 It is revealed from the Pearson Correlation that students’ listening skill is moderately 

correlated with reading and writing skills a with high level of significance.  

 Students’ speaking skills have no significant correlation with reading skills while their 

writing skills have partial correlation with strong significant level. 

 In reading skills, the achievement gap is higher in unseen text (57.0%) than the seen 

text (44.5%). However in writing skills, the achievement gap in higher in picture-

based writing (42.0%) than the form fill up (30.0%).  

 Students’ performed better in listening and speaking skills than reading and writing 

skills. While the listening and speaking skills are not practiced during Bangla lesson.  
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5.4 Causes of gaps in achieving four language skills 
Through teacher interviews, focus group discussion of students and Bangla class observation 

researchers explored the causes of gaps in achieving four language skills. The major causes 

are:  

 Teachers do not fully follow the TG and NCTB suggested language teaching 

techniques (activity & practice-based) for listening and speaking skills.  

 Teachers did not follow interactive and participatory approaches like, group reading 

pair reading, silent reading, use of flashcard, word card, reading out of textbook, etc. 

Teachers did not scaffold to write and brainstorming for creative writing.  

 Teachers assess the students’ reading skill by asking to read and write beautifully. But 

the speaking and listening skills are not evaluated during the Bangla lesson.  

 Students’ achievement score is poor in the unseen text due to inadequate 

supplementary reading materials like storybooks, rhymes or any other kind of reading 

resource in school. In addition, there is no book corner in the classroom.  

 Schools do not have sufficient physical facilities related to language teaching and 

learning environment at classroom like light, fan, sound box, audio player etc.  

 Most of the students are absent from class room on statable days in a month. A few 

students are engaged with different activities during school time to earn money.   

 Most of the teachers who teach Bangla have no subject-based training. In addition, the 

duration of subject-based training is insufficient and training conducting 

appropriateness is not unquestionable.  

 Teachers are not capable of teaching Bangla language as per proper guideline of 

national primary curriculum. In addition, teachers use the local language as well as 

local accent of language during a lesson. 

 Teachers pass busy time with other work like activities (official work, stipend 

activities, survey, and voter list update). 

 Teachers are willing to teach the students for getting good number at examinations 

not for achieving learning competencies and learning need. They measure the students 

learning needs and capacity through exams marks (paper-pencil test).  

 The large classroom is a big problem for a teacher to manage and teach Bangla 

language appropriately in a participatory approach.  

 Parents of rural primary schools are unconscious about their children education.  
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5.5 Remedies to minimize the gaps in achieving four language skills 
During teachers’ interview, the researchers wanted to know from teachers the possible 

solution to overcome these challenges. These are:  

 Need to ensure physical facilities, regular attendance and subject-based training.  

 The duration of training should be increased and the subject-based training has to be 

conducted properly with sincerity. 

 Need to appoint subject-based teachers for Bangla.  

 Take different initiatives for improving teachers’ motivation and parents’awareness 

regarding four language skills.  

 Need to introduce assessment policy for ensuring four language skills in Bangla 

classroom.  

 The class size should be appropriate as mentioned in the national education policy-

2010.  

5.6 Discussion 
Teachers’ answer at interview about Bangla language teaching methods and techniques used 

at classroom activities are very much scientific though observation and students opinion in 

FGD show that the situation is something different. Here we compare teachers’ claimed 

language skill-based teaching methods with TG suggested methods and triangulate with 

students FGD and Bangla class observation. 

5.6.1 Language teaching method and techniques 

- Listening and speaking 

According to Sadiku (2015) “listening and speaking skills are highly interrelated and work 

simultaneously in real-life situations. So, the integration of the two aims at fostering effective 

oral communication”(p.29). 

In this study, the researchers explored that teachers follow some techniques for listening and 

speaking skills development as they mentioned, speaking and reading loudly in the 

classroom, asking simple questions to answer and commands to follow, asking to match the 

words with the text, showing pictures and giving chance to observe or think and then students 

speak about the picture and ask student to tell about themselves. 

Although the TG suggested methods and techniques are- speaking in standard native 

language, asking thought-provoking questions, encouraging students to ask, thinking and 
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speaking, Using audio, giving scope to tell stories, speech and about themselves, asking 

description by showing picture, asking to repeat after teacher(Alam, Begum , Zibran, & 

Ahsan , 2016). 

It was explored that, teachers claimed methods and TG suggested methods are mostly similar 

except use of native language, encouraging students to ask and speaking, and use of 

audio(Alam, Haque, Haque, & Begum , 2018).  

Student opinion in FGD mentioned that, most of the teachers does not teach picture related 

text (thought-provoking content) and mostly teachers read and ask student to listen or repeat 

after teacher. Bangla class observation data revealed that, teachers’ performance in students 

listening and speaking skills development at classroom is mostly at moderately satisfactory 

and unsatisfactory level. 

Another study (Report card survey-2016) illustrated that 59% respondents level of 

satisfaction on teaching techniques and methods are either satisfactory or very satisfactory 

level and the rest 41 percent’s response was either moderately satisfactory or dissatisfactory 

level(CAMPE, 2017). Finally, it can be said that teachers have some weakness in listening 

and speaking skills teaching techniques especially in student's classroom practice and active 

participation. 

- Reading and writing  

According to Sadiku (2015),  

Reading and writing have a strong relationship with each other as skills. 
Students need opportunities to develop their reading and writing skills. 
Developing students’ competencies in reading and writing require exposing 
students to gradually challenging reading materials and writing tasks. The aim 
is making students read and write effectively. (p.29) 

This study explores that in primary class Bangla class’s mostly conducted with the emphasis 

of reading and writing skills. Teacher’s activities are based on reading and writing skills. In 

Bangla class the teacher reads loudly with proper pronunciation and students match the words 

while reading, students repeat and read after teacher then teach word meaning, braking 

compound letters, making sentence and asking students to write summary, asking students to 

write words, compound letters, making sentences and simple questions, the teacher writes 

one demo line to follow. Give home work to write (one page) hand writing; ask to write 

answer of simple questions. 

The TG suggested conducting methods and techniques for the development of reading and 
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writing skills are-  

Use top-down method, Scaffold student in shared reading guided reading and independent 

reading (1 Minute reading), Read loudly, clearly and with standard pronunciation, Read 

words with correct pronunciation, follow appropriate speed and punctuation marks in 

reading. Arrange group reading pair reading, Practice reading-related exercise, Read 

compound letters clearly and correctly, Exercise silent reading for understanding, use 

flashcard, word card for vocabulary resource development, Ask to read out of textbook, 

newspaper, magazine, Write new words at blackboard and ask student to write and read, 

Scaffold to write with proper shape and size, Ask to write new words, Use brainstorming 

techniques to exercise creative writing , Exercise writing-related task at classroom(Alam, 

Begum , Zibran, & Ahsan , 2016).  

During FDG students specified that teacher read and asks to listen and repeat after teacher, 

ask to read , teach exercise after reading ,teach new word, spelling and word meaning, ask to 

memorize the poem. Most of the teachers didn’t teach picture related text, ask to write after 

showing picture, ask to write from text. 

Finally, we conclude that after comparison among the teachers stated strategies with TG and 

NCTB TIT (Teachers’ instructions in textbook) suggested strategies, students FGD and class 

observation that, teachers follow some common techniques in their Bangla class presentation. 

But interactive and participatory approaches like, group reading pair reading, silent reading, 

use of flashcard, word card, reading out of textbook, newspaper, magazine, scaffolding 

writing  and brainstorming for creative writing are not followed by the teacher. 

5.6.2 Language skills assessment 
Here the researchers tried to explore the policy and practice gaps of four language skills 

assessment through first hand research findings and other related research documents.  

- Listening and speaking  

Language teaching mostly conducted with the concern of reading and writing skills so 

specifically that listening and speaking skills are not evaluated in the classroom. Most of the 

teachers assess listening and speaking skills by question and answer, asking them to read, 

asks to speak about pictures. Although the TG suggested method and techniques for the 

evaluation of listening and speaking skills are- ask to write short answer after listening audio, 

ask to tell a story after listening, ask to follow simple command and instructions, engage 

student in group discussion, Ask to tell about them(Alam, Begum , Zibran, & Ahsan , 2016). 
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In classroom teaching it hardly displays activity-based language teaching like pair work, 

group work, and use of audio. In this comparison also explore lack of group work and pair 

work, listening from audio and ask to tell about them. Though a small number of students and 

teacher mentioned that they assess listening and speaking skills by asking about picture but 

most of the students are cited that the teacher doesn’t present picture related content (Amar 

Bangla Boi, p.4).  

- Reading and writing   

Almost all teachers assess students’ reading skill by asking to read, generally asking students 

to read the content which is a part of textbook already taught in classroom, ask student to read 

one by one and ask simple question from reading. Teachers assess the writing skill of 

students by asking them to write from exercise (question, fill in the gaps). A teacher specially 

mentioned that he emphasised seven “s” (sapta sa mß “m”), appropriate size and shape of 

Bangla letters. During FGD students indicated that the teacher asked to read one by one, ask 

to write without open up the textbook, ask to write the poem, ask to speak by memorization, 

teacher write at board and ask to follow, give homework bring to write, ask to check 

sentences with guide book(Popi lecture guide). Though the TG suggested method and 

techniques for the evaluation of listening and speaking skills are-Observe and evaluate with 

fortnightly/monthly worksheet, ask to write or speak the understanding and summery of 

reading text, ask to write about himself, write view after discuss in group, show a picture and 

ask to think and write about picture(Alam, Begum , Zibran, & Ahsan , 2016). 

Finally the researchers perceived that teachers’ perception about reading skill is students can 

read with or without understanding. So reading skill mostly evaluate by asking to read. And 

writing means can write with proper shape and size so writing skill evaluate by asking write 

beautifully. Researcher find out that, to know how much students understand the reading text 

and to know how many students can explore his/her idea or understanding by writing is not 

evaluate by teacher.    

5.6.3 Use of SRM in  language class 
This study explores that most of the schools have supplementary reading materials (SRM) 

which are preserved in the teachers’ room and students have no opportunity to receive this 

SRM. Although a teacher mentioned that SRM is needed by teachers to conduct the class in 

an effective way. Students are busy with their textbook related reading and home work. They 

have no enough time to read supplementary materials without textbook.  
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Report Card Survey- 2016 found similar findings. Data show that SRM facilities are 

decreasing gradually. 65% respondents replied negatively in the question of whether the 

school has SRM or not whether it was 71% in 2015 and half of the respondents claimed that 

their schools have no library facilities(CAMPE, 2017).   

5.7 Recommendations 
Finally the research team recommended   

 Identify the weakness of students through baseline survey at the begining of the 

academic year and scaffold them continuously to reach up to the mark.  

 Practice four language skills during the lesson for achieving learning outcomes 

especially listening and reading.  

 Introduce an assessment policy for ensuring four language skills at primary 

levelespecially for listening and speaking skills.  

 Recruit subject-based teacher to fulfill learning needs of primary students. In 

addition, the government has to appoint one teacher for each subject of grade one to 

five.  

 Teachers’ have to follow NCTB suggested methods and techniques at Bangla 

language teaching. In addition, s/he can follow the annual and daily lesson plan 

which provides by the National Academy for Primary Education (NAPE).  

 Ensure physical facilities for conducting Bangla language classes as prescribe in the 

national curriculum.  

 The government can take initiatives to ensure 100% attendance of students through 

confirming the regular guardians meeting, teachers’ home visit or inquiring over 

phone. In addition, SMC members have to play their role actively for ensuring 

students’ regular attendance.  

 Government has to ensure subject-based training for teachers in proper manner and 

duration training should be increased.  

 Take motivational initiatives for teachers like increment, promotion,training in home 

and abroad, etc. 

 Ensure teacher students ratio in the logical manner as mentioned in National 

Education Policy- 2010 and teachers’ workload (out of teaching) have to reduce 

gradually.  
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 Schools can arrange various programs for developing parents’ awareness regarding 

students’ performance.  

 Teachers have to prevent themselves from using local language and accent at 

classroom teaching.  

 Ensure formative assessment especially to assess four language skills at classroom. 

In addition, each and every learning outcomes should assess through terminal and 

annual examination.  

 Government has to ensure making book corner inevery classroom and providing 

supplementary reading materials (SRM)for each school.  
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Appendix- Research Tools 

 

 

RvZxq cÖv_wgK wkÿv GKv‡Wgx (†bc) 

gqgbwmsn| 

 

 

K…wZZ¡ Afxÿv: Ask-1: ‡kvbv 

mgq:  20 wgwbU  c~Y©gvb: 10 b¤̂i 

 

wkÿv_©xi bvg:  

‡kÖwY:                                                                 †ivj bs:  

we`¨vj‡qi bvg:  †Q‡j/ †g‡q 

Dc‡Rjv:                                               †Rjv:  

 

1. MíwU Mfxi g‡bv‡hv‡Mi mv‡_ †kv‡bv Ges mwVK DË‡i wUK () wPý `vI| 15=5 

 

 
‡deªæqvwi gv‡mi 21 ZvwiL| 1952 mvj| dvêyb gvm| †Kv‡bv †Kv‡bv MvQ †_‡K cvZv S‡i co‡Q| wKQz wKQz Mv‡Q bZzb 

cvZv MwR‡q‡Q| cjvk dzj dz‡U‡Q|  

XvKv wek¦we`¨vjq GjvKv| Pviw`‡K _g_‡g fve| cywjk wgwQj Ki‡Z wb‡la K‡i‡Q| evsjv‡K ivóªfvlv Kivi `vwe 

QvÎ‡`i| cvwK¯Ívb miKvi Pvq D ỳ©‡K ivóªfvlv Ki‡Z| evOvwji gy‡Li fvlv‡K †K‡o wb‡Z Pvq| wKš‘ QvÎ-RbZv Zv 

gvb‡e bv| Zviv wgwQj Ki‡e| UMe‡M ZiæYiv †ec‡ivqv| cÖ‡qvR‡b Zviv Rxeb ‡`‡e| gv‡qi fvlvi `vwe Qvo‡e bv| 

1.1 ‡deªæqvwi gv‡mi 21 ZvwiL evsjv mv‡ji †Kvb gvm?  

K) ‰ekvL  L) Avlvp M) dvêyb           N) ‰PÎ 

1.2 cywjk †Kv_vq wgwQj Ki‡Z wb‡la K‡i‡Q? 

K) XvKv wek¦we`¨vj‡q  L) ivRkvnx wek¦we`¨vj‡q 

M) PÆMÖvg wek¦we`¨vj‡q  N) Rvnv½xibMi wek¦we`¨vj‡q 

1.3 QvÎ‡`i `vwe Kx wQj? 

K) Bs‡iRx‡K ivóªfvlv Kiv  L) D ©̀y‡K ivóªfvlv Kiv 

M) dvwm©‡K ivóªfvlv Kiv   N) evsjv‡K ivóªfvlv Kiv 

1.4 cvwK¯Ívb miKvi †Kvb fvlv‡K ivóªfvlv Ki‡Z †P‡qwQj? 

K) Bs‡iRx‡K   L) D ©̀y‡K  

M) dvwm©‡K  N) evsjv‡K  

1.5 evsjv fvlv mevi Kv‡Q wcÖq ‡Kb?  

K) evsjv fvlvq K_v ejv mnR  L) evsjv fvlvq eY© ‡ewk Av‡Q  

M) evsjv fvlv ev½vwj‡`i gvZ…fvlv  N) evsjv fvlv w`‡q Mvb MvIqv hvq  

 

wkÿv_©x Kwc: Z…Zxq †kÖwY 

M‡elK KZ©„K c~iYxq: 

wkÿv_©xi AvBwW: 

D`vniY: M‡í KZ mv‡ji K_v ejv n‡q‡Q? 

K) 1950 ∙L) 1952 M) 1970 N) 1971 
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2. MíwU Mfxi g‡bv‡hv‡Mi mv‡_ †kv‡bv Ges mwVK DË‡i wUK ()  wPý `vI|  15=5 

nvZ ỳwj‡q ỳwj‡q Lywk g‡b nvuUwQj nvmy| wKQy GKUv co‡Z ‡`Lj gwZ PvPvi c‡KU ‡_‡K| GUv wK ? Igv G‡Zv ‡ ẁL 

100 UvKv| UvKvUv‡Zv gwZ PvPvi| Zv‡Z wK! UvKvUv ‡Zv GLb Avgvi, fvej nvmy| Kx  gRv! KZ wKQy ‡Kbv hv‡e G UvKv 

w`‡q| ‡Ljbv , Lvevi , eB , ‡ejyb| KZ Kx! wKš‘ Zv Kiv wK  wVK n‡e? bvn Zv Kiv wVK n‡e bv| UvKvUv gwZ PvPvi 

KZ Kv‡R jvMZ| A‡bK wKQy fvevi c‡i nvmy UvKvUv ‡diZ ‡`Iqvi wm×všÍ ‡bq| gwZ PvPvi evwo‡Z hvq nvmy| NUbvwU 

eywS‡q e‡j gwZ PvPv‡K| UvKvUv ‡diZ ‡`q| Lywk n‡q nvmyi gv_vq nvZ ‡i‡L ‡`vqv K‡ib wZwb| nvm‡Z nvm‡Z evwo 

wd‡i hvq nvmy| 

2.1 nvmyy KZ UvKv c‡o _vK‡Z †`‡LwQj?  

K) 10 UvKv  L) 20 UvKv M) 100 UvKv  N) 1000 UvKv 

2.2 nvmy UvKv w`‡q Kx wKb‡Z †P‡qwQj? 

K) ‡Ljbv, Lvevi I eB  L) `B, Mvwo I PK‡jU 

M) we¯‹zU, Svjgywo I gvjvB N) ‡cvjvI, †iv÷ I wWg 

2.3 UvKv †diZ †c‡q gwZ PvPv nvmyi Rb¨ Kx Ki‡jb? 

K) Rwo‡q ai‡jb   L) ‡`vqv Ki‡jb  

M) Kvbœv Ki‡jb   N) †i‡M †M‡jb  

2.4 nvmy ‡Kb UvKvUv gwZ PvPv‡K wdwi‡q w`j?  

K) Kv‡iv wKQz ‡bIqv DwPZ bq  L) gv Rvb‡j ivM Ki‡eb 

M) mncvVxiv Rvb‡j nvmvnvwm Ki‡e  N) UvKv wb‡j cywj‡k ai‡e 

2.5 nvmy Kxfv‡e evwo wd‡i †Mj? 

K) Kvbœv Ki‡Z Ki‡Z  L) nvm‡Z nvm‡Z 

M) ‡`Šwo‡q †`Šwo‡q   N) nvU‡Z nvU‡Z 
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K…wZZ¡ Afxÿv: Ask-2: cov I †jLv 

mgq:  40wgwbU  c~Y©gvb: 25 b¤̂i 

 

3. wb‡Pi KweZvwU g‡bv‡hvM w`‡q co| 

Pj& Pj& Pj& 

KvRx bRiæj Bmjvg 

Pj& Pj& Pj&! 

EaŸ© MM‡b ev‡R gv`j,  

wb‡¤œ DZjv aiYx -Zj, 

AiæY cÖv‡Zi ZiæY Zj 

Pj& †i Pj& †i Pj& 

Pj& Pj& Pj& 

Dlvi ỳqv‡i nvwb AvNvZ 

Avgiv Avwbe ivOv cÖfvZ,  

Avgiv UzUve wZwgi ivZ,  

euvavi weÜ¨vPj|  

Gevi wb‡Pi cÖkœ̧ ‡jvi mwVK DË‡ii cv‡k wUK () wPý `vI|     15=5 

3.1 gv`j ‡Kv_vq ev‡R ? 

K) MM‡b      L) cvnv‡o       M) mgy‡ ª̀   N) nvI‡i  

3.2 ZiæY `j ‡Kb ivOv cÖfvZ Avb‡e ? 

K) AÜKv‡ii evav AwZµg Kivi Rb¨   L) mKvj ‡ejv ¯‹y‡j hvIqvi Rb¨    

M) gv`j evRv‡bvi Rb¨        N) Mvb MvIqvi Rb¨  

3.3 bexb‡`i evû‡Z ej _vKv `iKvi ‡Kb ? 

K) ‡`‡ki Dbœq‡b KvR Kivi Rb¨   L) ‡Ljvayjv Kivi Rb¨   

M) mvuZvi KvUvi Rb¨     N) Mv‡Q D‡V dj LvIqvi Rb¨  

3.4 Zywg Kxfv‡e gnvk¥kvb mRxe Ki‡e ? 

K) be bex‡bi Mvb ‡M‡q  L) gv`j evwR‡q    

M) ebvqb K‡i                N) bvP K‡i 
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4. wb‡Pi Aby‡”Q ẁU g‡bv‡hvM w`‡q co:  

jvj gyiwM 

GKw`b GK †QvU jvj g~iwMi Qvbv Lvgv‡ii DVv‡b nuvU‡Z nvuU‡Z wKQz M‡gi `vbv gvwU‡Z Lyu‡R cvq| ÔAvwg GB M‡gi 

`vbv gvwU‡Z Pvl KieÕ †m wVK K‡i| †m Avevi e‡j ÔwKš‘ Zv Ki‡Z †M‡j †Zv Avgvi A‡b¨i mvnvh¨ PvBÕ| ‡QvU jvj 

g~iwMi Qvbv Lvgv‡ii Ab¨ Rš‘‡`i †W‡K e‡j, ÒGB M‡gi `vbv¸‡jv Pvl Kievi Rb¨ Avgvq wK †Zvgiv †KD mvnvh¨ 

Ki‡Z cvi?Ó weovj, KzKzi, nsmx mevB e‡j, ÒAvgiv LyeB e¨¯Í AvwQ|Ó †QvU gyiwMi Qvbv ZLb wb‡RB M‡gi `vbv¸‡jv 

wb‡q gvwU‡Z cuy‡Z †d‡j| e„wó Avi †iv` wg‡j M‡gi MvQ¸‡jv k³ †cv³, j¤̂v Avi †mvbvjx n‡jv| GKw`b †`Lv †Mj Mg 

†c‡K †M‡Q| Gevi G¸‡jv KvUvi Rb¨ jvj g~iwMi Qvbv Avevi mevB‡K wR‡Ám Kij, ÒGB M‡gi MvQ¸‡jv KvUevi Rb¨ 

†Zvgiv wK Avgvq mvnvh¨ Ki‡Z cvi?Ó mevB Zv‡`i e¨¯ÍZvi K_v Rvbvj| GBfv‡e Mg †_‡K cvDiæwU ˆZwi Kiv ch©šÍ 

†QvU jvj gyiwMi Qvbv mevB‡K wewfbœ Kv‡Ri K_v ejj| wKš‘ †KD GwM‡q G‡jv bv| wKš‘ †hB gRvi UvUKv cvDiæwU 

LvIqvi Rb¨ †m mevB‡K `vIqvZ w`j, ZLb mevB mvb‡›` ivwR n‡jv | wKš‘ †QvU jvj gyiwMi Qvbv huvZv-KjIqvjv Avi 

cvDiæwUIqvjv‡K †bgšÍbœ K‡i LvIqv‡jv| Avi ‡mB wZb Rš‘ Rj-Rj K‡i ïay ZvwK‡q iBj| 

Gevi wb‡Pi cÖkœ̧ ‡jvi mwVK DË‡ii cv‡k wUK () wPý `vI|     15=5 

4.1 †K M‡gi `vbv Lyu‡R †c‡qwQj?  

 K) nsmx   L) weovj 

 M) KzKzi   N) gyiwMi Qvbv 

4.2 gyiwMi Qvbv GKvB me KvR Ki‡jv, KviYÑ   

K) wb‡Ri KvR wb‡R Ki‡ZB fv‡jvev‡m   

L) Ab¨ Rš‘iv Avj‡m wQj 

M) Ab¨ Rš‘iv †KD Zv‡K mvnvh¨ K‡iwb   

N) A‡b¨iv mwVKfv‡e KvRwU Ki‡Z cvi‡e †m wek¦vm Ki‡Zv bv 

4.3 MíwUi wkÿv †Zvgvi Rxe‡b Kxfv‡e Kv‡R jvMv‡e?           

 K) wb‡Ri KvR bv K‡iI Ab¨‡K mvnvh¨ Ki‡ev  L) cÖ‡qvRb gZ Ab¨‡K mvnvh¨ Ki‡ev 

 M) Ab¨‡K memgq Dc‡`k †`‡ev   N) memgq wb‡Ri Lvevi Ab¨‡K †`‡ev 

  



5. wb‡Pi QwewU fv‡jvfv‡e ‡`L:                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dc‡ii QwewU m¤ú‡K© cvuP (5)wU evK¨ †jL:            5 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

6.  wb‡Pi digwU c~iY Ki:          8 

bvg:  

wcZvi bvg:  

gvZvi bvg: 

MÖvg:  Dc‡Rjv:  

†Rjv:  wefvM:  

‡Zvgvi wcÖq †Ljv Kx: 
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K…wZZ¡ Afxÿv: Ask-3: cov I ejv Ask 

 

wb‡Pi Aby‡”Q ẁU wkï‡`i co‡Z w`b| GK wgwb‡U GKRb wkï KqwU kã co‡Z cv‡i †mLv‡b `vM (]) w`‡q gvK© Kiæb| 

wb‡P wn‡me wjLyb| cÖwZwU ev‡K¨i †k‡l †Kvb kã¸‡jv fzjfv‡e wkÿv_©xiv D”PviY K‡i‡Q Zvi K‡qKwU D`vniY wj‡L 

ivLyb|  

M‡íi evK¨ kã mwVKfv‡e 

cwVZ kã 

fzjfv‡e cwVZ 

k‡ãi wKQz 

D`vniY 

GKw`b GK †QvU jvj gyiwMi Qvbv Lvgv‡ii DVv‡b nuvU‡Z nvuU‡Z wKQz 

M‡gi `vbv gvwU‡Z Lyu‡R cvq| 

16   

ÔAvwg GB M‡gi `vbv gvwU‡Z Pvl KieÕ †m wVK K‡i| 10   

†m Avevi e‡j ÔwKš‘ Zv Ki‡Z †M‡j †Zv Avgvi A‡b¨i mvnvh¨ PvBÕ| 12   

‡QvU jvj gyiwMi Qvbv Lvgv‡ii Ab¨ Rš‘‡`i †W‡K e‡j, ÒGB M‡gi 

`vbv¸‡jv Pvl Kievi Rb¨ Avgvq wK †Zvgiv †KD mvnvh¨ Ki‡Z cvi?Ó 

22   

weovj, KzKzi, nsmx mevB e‡j, ÒAvgiv LyeB e¨¯Í AvwQ|Ó 9   

†QvU gyiwMi Qvbv ZLb wb‡RB M‡gi `vbv¸‡jv wb‡q gvwU‡Z cuy‡Z †d‡j| 11   

e„wó Avi †iv` wg‡j M‡gi MvQ¸‡jv k³ †cv³ , j¤̂v Avi †mvbvjx n‡jv| 12   

GKw`b †`Lv †Mj Mg †c‡K †M‡Q| 6   

Gevi G¸‡jv KvUvi Rb¨ jvj gyiwMi Qvbv Avevi mevB‡K wR‡Ám Kij, 

ÒGB M‡gi MvQ¸‡jv KvUevi Rb¨ †Zvgiv wK Avgvq mvnvh¨ Ki‡Z cvi?Ó 

22   

mevB Zv‡`i e¨¯ÍZvi K_v Rvbvj| 5   

GBfv‡e Mg †_‡K cvDiæwU ˆZwi Kiv ch©šÍ †QvU jvj gyiwMi Qvbv 

mevB‡K wewfbœ Kv‡Ri K_v ejj| 

16   

wKš‘ †KD GwM‡q G‡jv bv| 5   

wKš‘ †hB gRvi UvUKv cvDiæwU LvIqvi Rb¨ †m mevB‡K `vIqvZ w`j, 

ZLb mevB mvb‡›` ivwR n‡jv| 

16   

wKš‘ †QvU jvj gyiwMi Qvbv RuvZv-KjIqvjv Avi cvDiæwUIqvjv‡K †bgšÍbœ 

K‡i LvIqv‡jv| 

12   

Avi ‡mB wZb Rš‘ Ryj-Ryj K‡i ïay ZvwK‡q iBj| 9   

‡gvU kã 183   

GK wgwb‡U cwVZ kã    

GK wgwb‡U mwVKfv‡e cwVZ kã    

 

 

3. M‡elK I wkïi g‡a¨ K‡_vcK_b:  

 ej‡Z ‡c‡i‡Q AvswkK ej‡Z 

‡c‡i‡Q 

ej‡Z cv‡i bvB 

‡Zvgvi bvg Kx?    

‡Zvgvi evevi bvg Kx?    

‡Zvgvi gv‡qi bvg Kx?    

‡Zvgvi MÖv‡gi/GjvKvi bvg Kx?    

‡Zvgvi ‡Rjvi bvg Kx?    

 



4. wb‡Pi QwewU wkï‡`i †`wL‡q G m¤ú‡K© cuvP(5)wU evK¨ ej‡Z ejyb|  
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RvZxq cÖv_wgK wkÿv GKv‡Wgx (†bc) 

gqgbwmsn| 

 
Weaknesses of Grade Three Students in Bangla: Cases and 

Remedies 
 

wkÿK‡`i Rb¨ mvÿvZKvicÎ 

(wkÿK‡`i mv‡_ mvÿvZKvi cwiPvjbvi Rb¨ wb‡Pi cÖkœ̧ ‡jv Avcbv‡K mvnvh¨ Ki‡e| Avcwb cÖ‡kœi 

w_g wVK †i‡L wb‡Ri gZ K‡i cÖkœ Ki‡Z cvi‡eb| eB‡qi c„ôv¸‡jv †`wL‡q mnR fvlvq cÖkœ Kiæb| 

we¯ÍvwiZ Z_¨ wb‡q Avmyb| GKwU cÖkœ K‡i †mLvb †_‡K wjsK K‡i cieZ©x cÖkœ̧ ‡jv Kiæb) 

wkÿ‡Ki bvg:  

we`¨vj‡qi bvg:  

Dc‡Rjv: ‡Rjv: 

m‡e©v”P wkÿvMZ †hvM¨Zv: cwVZ welq: 

AwfÁZv:                 eQi  

 

‡kvbv (c„. 16 †`wL‡q cÖkœ Kiæb) 

1. wkÿv_©x‡`i †kvbvi `ÿZv AR©‡bi Rb¨ †kÖwYK‡ÿ Kx Kx KvR K‡ib? 

2. ‡kÖwYK‡ÿ †kvbvi `ÿZv Kxfv‡e g~j¨vqb K‡ib? 

ejv (c„.4 †`wL‡q cÖkœwU Kiæb) 
3. ejvi `ÿZv AR©‡bi Rb¨ ‡kÖwY‡Z Kx Kx †KŠkj Aej¤b̂ K‡ib? 

4. ‡kÖwYK‡ÿ ejvi `ÿZv Kxfv‡e g~j¨vqb K‡ib? 

5. eB‡q Ô‡`wL I ewj’ ai‡Yi cvV¸‡jv Kxfv‡e Dc¯’vcb K‡ib? (c„.4 †`wL‡q cÖkœwU Kiæb) 

cov (c„. 22 †`wL‡q cÖkœ Kiæb) 

6. Mí, K‡_vcK_b, eY©bvg~jK mvwnZ¨ ‡kÖwY‡Z wkï‡`i gv‡S Kxfv‡e Dc¯’vcb K‡ib? (c„. 16 

†`wL‡q cÖkœ Kiæb) 

7. Qov I KweZv Dc ’̄vc‡b †Kvb †Kvb †KŠkj Aej¤b̂ K‡ib? (c„. 22 †`wL‡q cÖkœ Kiæb) 

8. covi `ÿZv AR©‡b Kxfv‡e †kÖwY Kvh©µg cwiPvjbv K‡ib? 

9. cvV eB‡qi evB‡i Ab¨ †Kvb mnvqK eB wkï‡`i co‡Z †`qv nq wKbv? cvV eB‡qi evB‡i 

Ab¨ †Kvb mnvqK eB ‡_‡K †Kvb Mí wkï‡`i c‡o ïbv‡bv nq wKbv?  

10. wkï‡`i Rb¨ †kÖwY‡Z eyK KY©vi Av‡Q wK? wkï‡`i we`¨vjq PjvKvjxb mg‡q eB covi my‡hvM 

†`qv nq wK? 

11. cVb `ÿZvi g~j¨vqb Kxfv‡e K‡ib? K‡qKwU D`vniY w`b| 
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‡jLv (c„.4 †`wL‡q cÖkœwU Kiæb)  
12. ‡jLvi `ÿZv AR©‡bi Rb¨ †kÖwY‡Z †Kvb ai‡Yi Kvh©µg cwiPvjbv K‡ib? (c„.4 †`wL‡q cÖkœwU 

Kiæb) 

13. cvV¨eB‡q †jLvi `ÿZv Dbœq‡b †Kvb cvV AšÍf‚©³ Av‡Q wK?  

14. ‡kÖwY‡Z Kxfv‡e †jLvi `ÿZv g~j¨vqb K‡ib?  

 

Ab¨vb¨:  

15. fvwlK `ÿZv AR©b Kiv‡bvi Rb¨ cÖv_wgK wkÿvµ‡g †Kvb wb‡`©kbv Av‡Q wKbv? _vK‡j wKfv‡e 

Av‡Q?  

16. GeQi Z…Zxq †kÖwY‡Z evsjv wel‡qi Dci KqwU cvV cwiPvwjZ n‡q‡Q?  

17. fvwlK `ÿZv wfwËK Avjv`v Avjv`v ‡kÖwY Kvh©µg Av‡Q wK? _vK‡j wKfv‡e Av‡Q? 

18. Z…Zxq ‡kÖwY‡Z †kvbv I ejvi `ÿZv AR©‡bi j‡ÿ¨ KqwU cvV Dc¯’vwcZ n‡q‡Q? hw` bv nq 

†Kb nqwb| 

19. ‡kÖwY Kvh©µg cwiPvjbvi Rb¨ Avcwb cvV cwiKíbv K‡ib wK?  

20. wkÿvµg, wkÿK ms¯‹iY I wkÿK wb‡ ©̀wkKv AbymiY K‡i cvV cwiPvjbv K‡ib wK? Gme 

DcKiY Avcbv‡K Kxfv‡e mvnvh¨ K‡i? we Í̄vwiZ ejyb|  

21. wkï‡`i fvwlK `ÿZvi `ye©jvZvi KviY¸‡jv Kx Kx (djvdj ch©v‡jvPbv K‡i wbw ©̀ó K‡i cÖkœ 

Kiæb) 

22. wkï‡`i fvwlK `ÿZvi ỳe©jvZv †gvKv‡ejvq Kx KiYxq? we¯ÍvwiZ ejyb|  
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RvZxq cÖv_wgK wkÿv GKv‡Wgx (†bc) 

gqgbwmsn| 

 
Weaknesses of Grade Three Students in Bangla: Cases and 

Remedies 
 

wkÿv_©x‡`i Rb¨ ‡dvKvm MÖæc Av‡jvPbv 

(‡dvKvm MÖæc Av‡jvPbv cwiPvjbv Rb¨ wb‡Pi cÖkœ̧ ‡jv Avcbv‡K mvnvh¨ Ki‡e| Avcwb cÖ‡kœi w_g wVK 

†i‡L wb‡Ri gZ K‡i wkÿv_©x‡`i Dc‡hvMx K‡i cÖkœ Ki‡Z cvi‡eb| eB‡qi c„ôv¸‡jv †`wL‡q mnR 

fvlvq cÖkœ Kiæb| we Í̄vwiZ Z_¨ wb‡q Avmyb| GKwU cÖkœ K‡i †mLvb †_‡K wjsK K‡i cieZ©x cÖkœ̧ ‡jv 

Kiæb) 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

wkÿv_©xi bvg        

‡ivj bs        

wcZvi wkÿvMZ †hvM¨Zv        

wcZvi ‡ckv        

gvZvi wkÿvMZ †hvM¨Zv        

wcZvi ‡ckv        

 

‡kvbv (c„. 16 †`wL‡q cÖkœ Kiæb) 

1. Ôfvlv knx`‡`i K_vÕ MíwU wkÿK wKfv‡e cwo‡q‡Qb? 

2. Zzwg covwU (MíwU) ey‡S‡Qv wKbv 

3. Zzwg covwU wkL‡Z †c‡i‡Qv wKbv Zv wkÿK wKfv‡e hvPvB K‡i‡Qb 

4. wKfv‡e cov‡j †Zvgv‡`i Rb¨ fv‡jv n‡Zv e‡j †Zvgiv g‡b K‡iv|  

ejv (c„.4 †`wL‡q cÖkœwU Kiæb) 

5. QwewU †`wL‡q wKfv‡e cov‡bv n‡q‡Q Zv Rvb‡Z Pvb... (Qwe †`wL‡q ej‡Z w`‡q‡Qb wK?) 

6. Zzwg covwU wkL‡Z †c‡i‡Qv wKbv Zv wkÿK wKfv‡e hvPvB K‡i‡Qb? 

7. wKfv‡e cov‡j †Zvgv‡`i Rb¨ fv‡jv n‡Zv e‡j †Zvgiv g‡b K‡iv|  

cov (c„. 22 †`wL‡q cÖkœ Kiæb) 

8. ÔPj Pj Pj QovwU wKfv‡e cov‡bv n‡qwQj? 

9. Zzwg covwU wkL‡Z †c‡i‡Qv wKbv Zv wkÿK wKfv‡e hvPvB K‡i‡Qb? 

10. cvV¨ eB‡qi evB‡i †Zvgv‡`i Ab¨ †Kvb M‡íi eB co‡Z †`qv nq Kx? ‡Zvgv‡`i Rb¨ †kÖwY‡Z 

eyK KY©vi Av‡Q wK? we`¨vjq PjvKvjxb mg‡q ‡Zvgv‡`i eB covi my‡hvM †`qv nq wK? 
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‡jLv (c„.4 †`wL‡q cÖkœwU Kiæb)  

11. QwewU †`wL‡q Zv‡`i ejyb, G ai‡Yi Qwe †`‡L Zv‡`i wjL‡Z †`qv nq wK? 

12. Zzwg Qwe †`‡L mwVK fv‡e wjL‡Z †c‡i‡Qv wKbv Zv wkÿK wKfv‡e hvPvB K‡i‡Qb? 

13. ‡Zvgv‡`i †jLvi Dbœqb wkÿK †Kvb civgk© †`b wKbv? 

 


